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5-Day Money -Back
Guarantee in Each Box

222

Screen
Grid
Tube

A

S3.50

FTER having tried
many screen grid
tubes, many spe.

Mallets have made Kelly 222
their choice. Our 222 stands
up! Filament is not critical.
but 3.3 volts work best. Plate
voltage may be from 90 to
180, but negative bias of 1.5
volts remains the game The
screen grid voltage. O post of
socket. may be 22 to 45 volte.
depending on how much amplification you want. A working amplification of 60 is
easily obtainable (80 mu.).
The plate current is virtually independent of plate
voltage in the recommended
range, 90 to 180 volts. This
aids stability.
The cap at top of the tube
is for familiar grid connection.
This tube is for battery or
.5- eliminator operation.

REGULAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$2.50 in U. S., 25c a copy;
$3.00 in Canada and foreign.

Special Rate for Readers of Radio World, $2.00 a Year

RADIO -CRAFT -the latest
and most up -to-date Radio
magazine. Edited only for
the set -builder, the radio constructor, the ex per imenter and the radio enthusiast who believes in
radio craftsmanship.
Published e v e r y month.
Large size 9 x 12 in. Cover
in full 4 colors.

TECHNI -CRAFT PUBLISHING CORP.
R. W., 98 Park Place
New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find $2.00 (check, money order)
for which enter my subscription to your new

magazine RADIO- CRAFT.
mail all copies to address below:
monthly

Please

High

240

s1.25

Mu

Tube

Great for Detector or In audio channels whers
resistor or impedance coil Is in the plate circuit.
Fil. 5 volts DC. plate 90 to 180 volts.
a

POWER TUBES
$8.00

250

1.50
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210

112A

OTHER TYPES
$2.50
2.25

280
227

20IA

1.00

281

226

199....... ....

KELLY TUBE

$4.50
1.50

$3.50
1.25
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Walter J. McCord, Manager

Name

DEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Tel. BAR clay $059
Suite 6
57

Address

SCREEN GRID COILS

City and State

for the

Most Selective Diamond
Follow Blueprint

THIS IS THE BATTERY MODEL
Here is the circuit of circuits-the design that
makes a neighboring cleared -channel, high power broadcaster snap out of audibility at a
slight turn of the dial.
No need to worry about the selectivity requirements
imposed on receivers by the reallocation.
Volume "to fill the house"-even on distance. Tone
quality excellent.
Get the official blueprint of the laboratory model of
the new SG 4 -tube Diamond, exactly as built by Herman
Bernard, the designer.

RADIO
145

(Just

WORLD

W. 45th St.. N.
E. of B'way)

Y. City

Enclosed please find $1.00 for which pleas.
send at once the official blueprint of the new
highly selective 4 -tube screen grid Diamond
of the Air battery model.
69 ants extra for the February 9th, 18th
23rd and March 2nd (19291 issues of Radii
World, containing Bernard's articles an the
construction of this receiver.
$3.00 for 8 months (28 numbers) subscrip
tion for Radio World. Send Diamond blur
print and four Diamond issues FREE, Ir
addition to 28 current issues.

2.00
.0005 mfd.
Coupler, Model TP3, for
2.25
.00035 mfd.
SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143

Name

West 45th Street
New York City

Immediata Delivery and

Address

city

4 -tube SG Universal
Antenna coil, Model RF5
$1.50
for .0005 mfd.
Antenna coil, Model RF3
1.75
for .00035 mfd.
Coupler, Model TP5, for

10 -Day

Stan

Money -Back Guarantee
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RCA Radiola 28
8 -Tube Super - Heterodyne,

Always Sold at $260.00

1

5!

Our Price While They Last

See All You Get for Only $75.00
WHEN you purchase a Radiola 28 eight -tube Super- Heterodyne, with R. C.
A. loop, eight tubes and table included, you are buying at almost 70 PER
CENT OFF the previous price of Tv..-'60, and are buying the product of the world's
leading radio and acoustical engineers, a product in which the talents of R. C.
A., Westinghouse and General Electric are combined. Here's what you get :
(1) An 8 -tube Radiola 28 Super -Heterodyne, in beautiful solid mahogany two -

tone cabniet.
(2) A solid mahogany table that is an integral part of the cabinet construction.
(3) An R. C. A. loop especially designed for this receiver, with solid mahogany
frame.
(4) Eight R. C. A. Radiotrons, consisting of seven UX199 tubes and one
UX12S
power tube.

ALL IN A FACTORY SEALED CARTON!
FVERYBODY wants a can move this receiver, with the self
A and B sources and speaker
Super - Heterodyne be- contained
you furnish, into any room -so conveniently
cause it is so selective -and there she plays, beautifully, clearly!
You will need 135 volts maximum B
that you do not have to worry
supply, 22% volts maximum C bias and a
about separating stations -10 4%
-volt A source, plus speaker, to operate the set. The B supply may be a B
kc. separation is yours at last. eliminator
or B batteries. The A supply
-

You are almost ready to demon-

strate this set to your admiring

family and friends the moment it is
received, since only the A and B
supplies and the speaker are necessary for operation.
And when you turn on the set -oh, what
a thrill! The most sensitive receiver design
is yours, and how proud you are of your
smart "buy "! In all the length and
breadth of the United States -indeed, all
the world over -there is no bigger or better
radio bargain than this! A Super- Heterodyne! Eight tubes! Self -contained opera-

tion!

(No outdoor aerial needed!)

You

may be a 4% -volt storage battery. Or
you may use a 6 -volt storage battery witk
5
ohms in series with the negative A
battery post. Or you may use six No. 6
dry cells connected three each in series,
and the two series pair in parallel. There
is plenty of room in the compartment for
A battery, dry cells, B batteries and C
battery. Another option is a 454-volt A
eliminator and a 13S -volt B eliminator to
make the set electrified (except for C

batteries).

You can check up on the filament voltages by using a 0 -6 volt tip jack voltmeter
(price, $2 extra). The voltmeter jacks are
on the front panel. The filament voltage
for the tubes should be from 3 to 3.3
volts.

The Thirteen Lucky Features!

Radiola 28 uses the famous RCA 8 -tube Super Heterodyne circuit which gives remarkable sensitivity, selectivity, volume and quality of
dY -t i on.

7

selectivity Is provided which permits
the separation of powerful broadcast stations
even when the Radiola 28 Is located In their
Immediate vicinity, this selectivity having been
carried to an extremely floe degree by the employment of two stapes of tuned radie frequency
amplification ahead of the oscillator circuit. Only
one control Is required for these two tuned eireuits, Illustrating the extreme manufacturing precision employed on RCA Radiolas.

Ó

Unusual

2
Radiola 28, an 8 -tube Super- Heterodyne, of Me Radio
Corporation of America, in solid mahogany cabinet, with
RCA solid mahogany loop and eight RCA Radiotross
tubes; solid mahogany table is included. Everything exactly
as illustrated. Always sold at $260.00. All in factory sealed cartons at our special price of $75.00.

- -,,

--- -- -...
......

---1

I
Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 195 West 95th St., N. Y. City.
(Just East of Broadway.)
Please send me at once one 8 -tube Radiola 28 Super- Heterodyne.
in solid mahogany cabinet, with solid mahogany table affixed;
RCA loop. seven RCA Radiotrons UX199, and one Radlotron
power tube UX122. All in a factory -sealed carton, at only $75.00. 1
You are to pay
Please find remittance of $75.00 enclosed.
cartage.
I will pay cartage.
ID Please ship C.O.D.
volts plug -in type tip lack voltmeter for Radiola 28,
O One 0
at $2.00 extra.

3

The extreme sensitivity of Radiola 28 makes
It possible to receive over great and unusual

Name

11

The "Volume

Ideal for country clubs. lodges, auditoriums or
living rooms in the home.

12

All the parts are enclosed and sealed in a
strong metal case or "catacomb."

properties.

The "Udl- Control" tuning mechanists has
been grouped In the center of the sloping
panel, and Is surreunded by a bronze escutcheon

6

State

City

after receipt.

Control"
without detuning.

marked on the

provides regulation

Radiola 28 Is equipped with "straight line
frequency" condensers. The Ileums of the
station selector drums are spaced 10 kilocycles
apart. Each division on the drums corresponds to
a broadcast station.

13

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.

THIS OFFER REVOCABLE WITHOUT NOTICE!
If your remittance arrives too late we will return money the day

Radiola 28 can be readily moved from room
to room as no external connections for batteries, aerial or ground are necessary.

uniform

acoustical

plate of fascinating appearance.

Address

9

Station call letters may be
Station Selector Drums.

4 Audio frequency transformers have

-6

The set is extremely easy to operate. Tuning
Is accomplished by moving the "Station
Selectors," which takes the form of two drums, calibrated le kilocycles. For most purposes, local or
distant stations can be tuned in by operating both
drums together as a unit, with a finger. The two
drums may also be operated separately for
extremely fine tuning. Thus we have
radio receiver with true uni- control.

10

distances under favorable conditions.

5

The rotating loop gives additional selectivity
In that it may be turned at right
angles to
undesired, Interfering signals. The loop tits
Into
specially designed socket.

145

West 45th St.

Just East of Broadway

N. Y. City

RADIO WORLD, a weekly paper, published by Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation, from Publication Office, 145 West 45th Street, New
York, N. Y. Phone: BRYant 0558 and 0559. 15c per copy, $6 per year. This issue is dated May 11th 1929, and is Vol. XV, No. 8. Whole
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-- Grid Biasing-

For Best Results

the 250

With Your

RpG tir NEAR

N

1(0111

THE

USE

E- I!Ç21o,

And there are thousands of uses for this and
Clarostats. Ask for literature.

other

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.
291

1Tz

THE ORIGINAL
The Ce- Lee -Tor enables
you to tune sharply and

FAMOUS

iSot, tzfinri. Tdndia

ammarlund

net any station regardless of its wave length.
also reduces static
and stops aerial

INATBONAIL
Eliminator

PRODUCTS

It

PAT. OFF.

REG. U. S.

Specified by the Designer

STATION SEPARATOR

N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CLAROSTAT

CONDENSERS

A IkUTONE PRODUCT

1

radio engineering job. No use
a
guessing at the resistance value. Useless to use
skimpy resistors. But apply a 200 -100.000 ohm
POWER CLAROSTAT, adjust it for best tone
quality, and you're all set!

Here's

GIANT SIX-1
Receiver
Tune With the
HAMMARLUND

real

Velvet B

interference.

Volts (with

160

280

Tube)

$16.13

$63°

If

DEALERS
not at your dealer's,
write us for circular.

Trutone Radio
Sales Co ,

Worth St.
New York
City

114

VICTOREEN

iji

Super Coils
Write for Free Blueprints
New Victoreen Circuits

of

Geo. W. Walker Co.
2825 Chester Avenue
Cleveland, O.
Dept. B

Fourteen Circuits

Each Shown in Colored Picture Diagram.
Colored Schematic Diagram and Front

Panel Layout

Get This FREE Book!

Complete AC electric receivers, with B elimle
ators included, also AC receivers without B
eliminators, also battery operated models, all easy
to -build circuits, using your own parts.
naa s.11. C,o,o

-

sn

I teY iwdaan rnaenr

sal

1

1

Cr,!!
a

C

handsome crackle finish black metal casing. for use
Input
with sets up to and including six tubes.
105 -120 volts AC, 50 to 60 cycles. Output. 180
volts maximum at 35 milliamperes. Three variable
output intermediate voltages. (Det.. RF. AF).
Eliminator has excellent filter system to eliminate
hum, including 30 henry choke and 18 mfd.
Mershon condenser. No motorboating!

(Eliminator Licensed under patents of the Radio

Corporation

RADIO WORLD. 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. CIb.
(lust East sf Broadway)
Gentlemen: Encicsed please find $1.00 for which please
send me Radio World each week for eight weeks (regular
cony
price,
and
929 edition of The Radio Blueprint Liibbrary of
Battery Hookups.

.

s.s s.,
I bN houle
d ISIS
strull Slid sa
tM Ulan Sant efNr t

a4.ned,Ie

Latest Model National Velvet -B. Type 3580, in

companies.)

of America and associated

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145

W. 45TH STREET

(lust East of Broadway)

NEW YORK CITY
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City

Name
Address

State

City

Please send C. O. D. on 5 -day money -back
guaranty, one National Velvet B (180 volts maximum with three variable ,h.termediate voltages).
with 280 tube, at $16.13.
Enclose find $16.13. Please send above. You
are

Note: Present mail subscribers may take adventase of
Your sub
this oder by putting a cross in this square.
uriptlon will be extended eight weeks

to pay cartage.

Name
Address

Set Builders
1

City

-

bargains
bigger opportunities to make
money this season. New sets, new kit
ideas. all the leading parts, dynamic
speakers, supplies, etc. Lowest rock bottom prices. Bigger stocks, quicker
service. Send for Big Bargain Beek today -free.

Build a resistance
Television Experimenters:
coupled amplifier with the Lynch Audio Ampliter

Kit.

CO.,

$9.00 complete.

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, INC.

New York City
1775 Broadway
Send for roe book on Resistance in Radio

Sta.

BARAWIK

State

5-DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY

Barawik offers set builders bigger

CHICAGO, U.

Recent Issues of RADIO WORLD, 15 cents each.
Any number published in 1928 available for a
short while. Six issues 75 cents, 10 issues $1.00.
Send stamps, coin or money order NOW, before
145 West
RADIO WORLD,
the issues are sold.
45th Street. New York City.

WHAT RADIO COMPANIONSHIP DO YOU ENJOY?
HIGH RESISTANCE
VOLTMETERS
0 -300 v..
in portable
type. full

nickel qnish,
30"
tipped cord

(illustrated
st left).
(Cat.

No.

346)
$4.50
0-500 v.,
Tests ALL

power
packs,

eliminators,
above.

B

casing as
Same
$5.00
(Cat. No. 347)

Just the thing for service men. costam net builders, home experimenters.

GUARANTY
145

RADIO

W. 45th St.,

GOODS CO.
N. Y. City

ARE you meeting weekly the best minds of radio? Do you keep abreast of all the new cftcuits, the intimate details on perfecting existing sets, and get the inside track on sensitivity,
distance reception, tonal quality, and how to achieve them? Do you keep fully abreast of the
news of radio. technical and non -technical? If not, here is your chance to enjoy the writings of
Dr. Lee De Forest, McMurdo Silver, J. E. Anderson, Herman Bernard and a host of others.
which specializes in most intimate revota.
You can find no magazine that better caters to your needs than Radio World,
second to none. Enjoy the weekly compan-

tions of the ins and outs of the beat circuits, with technical accuracy
ionship of Radio World's famous contributors, and glean the news of radio, from the four quarters of the earth.
sensitive broadcast receivers? Their construction
g'bort waves? Radio World will tell you all about them. Extremely
-push -pull or otherwise? AC receivers?
and operation are fully discussed with confident regularity. Powerof supplies
-small, economical receivers that give
performance
-abundance
a
super
that
give
Large
receivers
grid
tubes?
Screen
Then you're interested in Radio World.
in
these?
performance out of all comparison to their size? Are you interested
in addition you will be sent FREE
and
$150),
(regularly
World
for
Radio
subscription
ten-week
a
now
for
Send $1.00
any one of the following panel meters:
0 -100 Milliamperes D.C.
D.C.
0-10 Amperes
0 -6 Voltmeter D.C.
0 -300 Milliamperes D.C.
D.C.
0 0-25 Milliamperes
O
0 -50 Voltmeter D.C.
0
-400 Milliamperes D.C.
D.C.
1:1
0 -50 Milliamperes
6 - Volt Charge Tester D.C.
one dollar, whereupon we win
with
slip
this
return
and
desire,
you
next
the
meter
i
the
square
to
cross
in
Put a
renew
may
their subscription enact
aubscribers
mail
send you Radio World by mail each week for ten weeks. Present
this remarkably generous offer by putting a cross in this square-

15e
$6

per copy
per year

RADIO WORLD

145

West 45th St., New York City

Published
Weekly
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Latest News and Circuits
Technical Accuracy Second to None

A Weekly Paper published by Hennessy
Radio Publications Corporation, from
.Publication Office, 145 West 45th Street,

EIGHTH YEAR

Just (East of Broadway)
Phone: BRYant 0558 and 0559

New York, N. Y.

Bill Prohibits
FOUR STATIONS
Piracy
Program
Washington.
Representative Darrow (Rep.), of
FOR
STARBOCK
OUSTED AND 29
Philadelphia, Pa., introduced a bill to
amend the Radio Act to forbid intercep-

HOOVER PICKS

RADIO BOARD
Washington.
President Hoover has appointed William
D. L. Starbuck, patent attorney and engineer, to fill the vacancy in the Federal
Radio Commission created on February 23a
by the resignation of Orestes H. Caldwell
Mr. Starbuck would represent the First
Zone, comprising Maine, New Hampshire.
Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
the District of Columbia, Porto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands.
Mr. Starbuck, who is forty- three, lives in
Sound Beach, Conn., and practices patent
law in New York City. He is a friend of
Col. William L. Donovan, former Assistant
Attorney General, and was a classmate of
Donovan's at Columbia University. Col.
Donovan is a warm friend of President
Hoover and helped manage the Hoover
campaign in New York.
The Senate is expected to confirm the appointment of Mr. Starbuck, Democrat, and
also that of Maj.-Gen. Charles McK. Saltzman, Republican, named by President
Hoover to fill the vacancy caused by Sam
Pickard's resignation as Commissioner. Mr.
Pickard went with the Columbia Broadcasting System. With these two appointments filled the Board membership of five
would be complete again.

Engineers Preferred
President Hoover by his two appointments
to the Board showed a preference for mea
with engineering training. Saltzman was
chief of the Signal Corps, the chief signal
officer of the Army, a military engineering
post.
Starbuck, born in New York City, attended Drisler and Horace Mann schools and
got his master's degree in engineering at
Columbia University.
In 1908, Mr. Starbuck began the practice
of mechanical engineering in New York,
going later to the Middle West, where he
continued in that work until December,
1917, when he enlisted in the army as First
Lieutenant in the Ordnance Department. He
was in France from May, 1918, to March,
1919.

Specialized in Radio

From 1919 to 1921 Mr. Starbuck was
connected with the firm of Starbuck &
Clapp, New York, and later with several
manufacturing companies. In 1921 he begall the study of patent law and was admitted to the Federal, New York City and
New York State bars in 1925. Since that
time he has been engaged in patent law
work, specializing in radio.
He is a member of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, the Royal Society
of Mechanical Engineers, London, and the
American Legion.

tion and re- transmission of radio programs without authority of the originating station. The bill, which also prohibits
sending of false distress signals, was referred to the Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries.
The full text of the amendment:
Section 28. No person, firm, company,
or corporation within the jurisdiction of
the United States shall knowingly utter or
transmit or cause to be uttered or transmitted any false or fraudulent signal of
distress or communication relating thereto ; nor shall any such person, firm, cornpany, or corporation intercept in the process of transmission and rebroadcast or
in any manner retransmit by wire or
wireless or by any means record, for the
purpose of reproduction, the program,
or any part thereof, of another station
without the express authority of the
originating station.

2 ACTS BECOME
CORPORATIONS
Chicago.

WBBM made the following announcement

Washington.'
Four stations were ordered off the air
by the Federal Radio Commission for
failing to justify their existence. The staPhiladelphia;
WHBW,
tions
were
WSMD, Salisbury, Md.; WSRO, Middletown, O., and WAAD, Cincinnati, O. The
Commission found that public interest,
convenience and necessity would not be
served by granting a renewal of their
licenses.

Fourteen stations were put on probation
for forty -six days for serious frequency
deviation, and fourteen others were
treated likewise because of creating interference.
The twenty -ninth station put on probation was WOBU, Charleston, W. Va., this
one for 30 days, for removing its transmitter without first having obtained permission.
All the other stations -about 600 -obtained unconditional renewal of licenses
for 90 days, or until July 31st. The conditional or probationary renewals carry
a threat of license forfeiture if the situation complained of is not remedied or perfect conduct proven to exculpate a past
violation.
Four Cancellations

:

"The copyright laws, made to protect the
author and artisan of the printed word
from having his work stolen by unscrupu-

lous competitors, overlooked radio entirely.
"The broadcaster's spoken word can be
repeated at will by other radio announcers,
even if an idea or a phrase has been originated and popularized by the first station.
There is no protection offered under the
copyright laws because they were in existence long before radio was regarded as anything but visionary.
"To protect two very popular features
given regularly over the WBBM air Theater, Chicago, they have been incorporated
under the laws of the state of Illinois. Officers and a board of directors have been
elected for each corporation and they hold
regular meetings and must stay on the air
in order to maintain their charters.
"The two features are the Nutty Club
and the Old Grey Mare Club."

PROSKAUER BROADCASTS

Over WKBQ, Starlight Park, the Bronx,
New York City, every Monday night from
8 to 9 o'clock, a series of interesting talks
is given on curing noises and other inter ference.
These talks are by Julian J.
Proskauer, Associate Member, Institute of
Radio Engineers, head of the Trutone Lab oratories, 114 Worth Street, New York
City.

ON PROBATION

Licenses were outright refused to:
WHBW, operated by D. R. Kienzle, Philadelphia, Pa., on 1500 kc with 100 watts power,
sharing time with WALK and WPSW.
WSMD, operated by Tom Little, Salisbury, Md.,
on 1310 kc with 100 watts power.
WSRO, operated by Harry W. Fahrlander,
Middletown, Ohio, on 1420 kc with 100 watts
power, sharing time with WAAD.
WAAD operated by Ohio Mechanics Institute,
Cincinnati, Ohio, on 1420 kc with 25 watts power,
sharing time with WSRO.
14

Wave Wobblers

Serious deviation from frequency, with
failure to correct after warning, brought
a conditional renewal for 46 days of the
licenses of the following:
KFWI, Radio Entertainments, Inc., San Fran-

cisco, Calif.
KGFJ, Ben S. McGlashan, Los Angeles, Calif.
KFQW, Inc., Seattle, Wash.
KGER, C. Merwin Bobyns, Long Beach, Calif.
KGGC, Golden Gate Broadcasting Co., San
Francisco, Calif.
KOL, Seattle Broadcasting Co., Seattle, Wash.
KMO, Inc., Tacoma, Wash.

RPQ, Archie Taft & Louis Wasmer, Seattle,
Wash.
KGA, Northwest Radio Service Co., Spokane,
Wash.
WAGM, Robert L. Miller, Royal Oak, Mich.
RWTC, Pacific -Western Broadcasting Federation, Santa Ana, Calif.
WTCC, Bridgeport Broadcasting Station, Easton,
Conn.

WORO, Harold E. Smith, Mt. Beacon, N. Y.
RFBL, Leese Bros., Everett, Wash.

RADIO WORLD
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Esquimo Wants
Arctic Shoe Store

POLL OPPOSES
USE OF TAINTED

TESTIMONIALS
The National Better Business Bureau
has conducted a poll among national advertisers and advertising agencies regarding the use of purchased testimonials.
These indorsements are not only used in
printed advertisements but in occasional
instances are read over the air. The advertising agencies arrange those parts of
the program having to do with the reading of purchased testimonials, and also
place the contract for time on the air, for
which they are paid a commission by the
stations that receive the contract.
The poll gave the following results
Against For
41
700
National advertisers..
14
149
Advertising agencies
:

Totals

849

55

Practice Widespread
An analysis by the Bureau showed that
purchased testimonials were widely used
through the scope of advertising and
were not limited to one advertiser or to
a single industry.
"The promptness of reply and the large
percentage of returns from our questionnaire," says the Bureau, "very definitely
demonstrated the seriousness with which
the abuse of purchased testimonials was

criticized.
"A summary shows an overwhelming
percentage who disapprove. The opinion
as expressed is added to by trade and
newspaper comment, supplemented by
cartoons and wise cracks from professional jesters.
"Add to that the sleeve -laughing that
is going on by many well -paid testifiers
who, from their own experience, must believe that the advertising business is dependent upon deception for success and
supplies these insincere testifiers with a
lucrative `racket. "
Food Men Attack Practice
The National Food Protective Committee recently petitioned the Federal Radio
Commission to revoke the licenses of
thirty -eight stations on the National
Broadcasting Company's chain that broadcast the "Lucky Strike" program each
Saturday night, one ground being that
"tainted testimonials" were read over the
air, the testifiers being heroes and heroines in the eyes of youth, and their testimonials being calculated to make young
boys and girls become cigarette addicts.
The petition also said that lists of
names of famous persons are available,
with the price of a testimonial after each
name, and that all an advertiser has to
do is to pay the price and obtain a testimonial for any product. It was hinted
Lucky Strike cigarette manufacturers
simply bought indorsements in this way.
RCA QUITS VICTOREEN SUIT
Cleveland, O.
The injunction suit of Radio Corporation of America against the George W.
Walker Company, of 2825 Chester ave.,
Cleveland, merchandisers of Victoreen
products, alleging infringement of patents involving the Super- Heterodyne
ufactures parts for use in a circuit which
is famous as the Victoreen.
The George W. Walker Company manufacturers parts for use in a circuit which
is famous as the Victoreen.

Chicago.
A shoe company broadcast programs from
WBBM and asked listeners to answer the
question: "Why I want a store in my
neighborhood," intended for Chicago people.
Out of 8,000 letters from listeners there
were some from practically every State in
the Union, and some from Canada. Also,
an Esquimo asked where the nearest store
was, so he could buy a pair of snow shoes.

50,000 WATTS
GIVEN TO WTAM
Washington.
Authority to construct a broadcasting
station capable of using the maximum allowable power of 50,000 watts was granted
by the Federal Radio Commission to
WTAM, at Cleveland, Ohio.
The Commission, it was stated, has granted the station a construction permit to erect
the new station outside of Cleveland, and
to "reconstruct," and "move" as well as to
increase its power. WTAM, operated by
WTAM & WEAR, Inc., at present is authorized to use 3,500 watts on the 1,070 kilocycle channel. Station WEAR, which it
also owns, operates on the same channel
with 1,000 watts.
There are now only half a dozen 50,000
kilowatt stations in operation in the United
States, it was explained, although construction permits have been issued to a number
of stations to build transmitters of this output. The authority to WTAM to construct
a transmitter of 50,000 watts does not include authorization to broadcast with this
power. Under Commission regulations, a
separate order must be issued.
Ohio has one 50- kilowatt transmitter in
operation. WLW, operated by the Crosley
Radio Corporation at Cincinnati. Commission records show that since this station has
used the maximum power it has been heard
practically throughout the country, says
"The United States Daily."
Commission regulations also specify that
the maximum actually allocated power to a
broadcasting station must be 25,000 watts
but provides that additional power up to
25,000 watts may be authorized experimentally.

Victor -RCA Merger
Goes Into Effect
The Radio -Victor Corporation of America
has been formed as a wholly -owned subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America.

The new company, incorporated under the
laws of Maryland, will take over the sales
activities of the radio corporation and the
Victor Talking Machine Company.
More than 99 per cent of the common
stock of the Victor Talking Machine Company has been deposited by Victor stockholders pursuant to the unification plan announced last January.
On the board of directors are representatives of the General Electric Company,
Westinghouse Company, and Radio Corporation of America, including H. P. Davis,
General Harbord, Owen D. Young, Gerald
Swope and David Sarnoff.

MOVES CHICAGO OFFICE
The Chicago office of the DeJur -Amsco
Corporation has been moved from 77 West
Washington Street to the Wrigley Building.
William E. Burgoyne is in charge.
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9 MORE SEEK
LICENSES FOR

NEW STATIONS
Washington.
Applications as follows were received by
the Federal Radio Commission, including
nine applications for new stations :
New station. Idris J. Jones, Birmingham, Ala. Requests authority to erect a
station using 6,000 or 5,000 kilocycles (short
waves) with 15 to 150 watts power.
New station: Proffer Bros. Battery Station (H. R. and C. R. Proffer), Dexter,
Mo. Requests authority to erect a station
using 967 kilocycles, 75 watts power and
daylight hours only specified.
New station, Abe Cohen, Lynchburg, Va.
Requests authority to erect a station using
1,000 kilocycles with 100 watts power and
to operate from 1 p. m. to 12 p. m.
New station, Harold Ralph Jones, Chanute, Kans. Requests authority to erect a
station using 250 watts power, 1,200 kilocycles and unlimited time.
College Seeks Station License
New station, Radio College of California,
Los Angeles, Calif. Requests authority to
erect a station using 1,500 kilocycles, 250
watts and unlimited time. (Radio College
of California, owned by H. A. McGougal
and J. A. Finney).
WRBJ, Woodruff Furniture Co., Inc.,
Hattiesburg, Miss. Requests change in frequency from 1,500 kilocycles to 1,420 kilocycles, increased power from 10 watts power
to 100 watts power.
WREN, Jenny Wren Company, Lawrence,
Kans., requests permission to move from
Lawrence, Kans., to outskirts, and increased
power from I kilowatt to 5 kilowatts.
New station, Robert Allyn Sapp, Denton,
Texas. Requests authority to erect a station using 100 watts power, 1,240 kilocycles,
and unlimited time.
New Station, Symons Broadcasting Company, Great Falls, Mont. Requests authority to erect a station using 1 kilowatt power,
570 kilocycles, full time for day, divide with
KXA after sunset each half hour.
New Station, The Gas Engine & Elec.
Co., Inc., Columbia, S. C. Requests authority to erect a station using 1,310 kilocycles with 150 watts power and daytime
hours specified. This station filed a previous application in t he name of Station
Radio Distributors Radio Branch of the Gas
Engine & Electric Co., Charleston, S. C.

Alabama Petition
New Station, Reynald's Music House Co.,
Mobile, Ala. Requests authority to erect a
station using 1,200 kilocycles with 50 watts
power and four hours daily and one evening
hour.
WIOD, Isle of Dreams Broadcasting Co.,
Miami Beach, Fla. Requests increase in
power from 1 kilowatt to 2% kilowatts on
560 kilocycles and unlimited time were
granted on April 12, 1929, also I kilowatt
day, 500 watts night and 500 watts night

additional for experimental purposes.
KIDO, Boise Broadcasting Station, Boise,
Idaho.

Requests change in frequency from

1,250 to 1,220 kilocycles.

Stations Barred from
the Argentine Cities
A decree passed in Argentina prohibits
broadcasting stations within city limits.
Stations now within cities must move outside within nine months. Special provisions
regarding wavelengths and other changes
have also been adopted.
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Son Born as Papa
RADIO AFFORDS
Plays Piano on Air

A. P. TO PROBE
SENDING NEWS
OVER STATIONS
Newspaper publishers are at odds over the
broadcasting of news. Some think it should
be prohibited, as the public learns the latest
news more quickly by radio than from the
press, and, satisfied that it has been sufficiently informed, is discouraged from reading newspapers.
Other publishers contend that the broadcasting of news merely whets the appetite
for complete details, which the stations do
not furnish, but which are published in the
newspapers.

Discussed at Meeting
The question came up at the twenty -ninth
annual business meeting of the Associated
Press. On motion of Josephus Daniels, of
the "News and Observer," Raleigh, North
Carolina, the directors of the Associated
Press were called on to make a general
survey of conditions and report to the 1930
meeting. Mr. Daniels was Secretary of the
Navy in the Wilson administration.
Victor F. Ridder, speaking as publisher
of the "St. Paul Dispatch," moved that the
directors, who had authorized limited chain
broadcasting, be asked to eliminate from
the chain all stations in any city in which
an Associated Press member objected to the
broadcasting. This motion was lost and
Mr. Daniels' motion, offered as an amendment, was carried.
Public News- Hungry
The afternoon newspapers were particularly interested in the subject, as they feature "flash" news in many instances as circulation pullers, these "flashes" or "bulletins" often not being much more comprehensive than the broadcast details of the
same news.
Kent Cooper, general manager of A. P.,
said there had never been such a hungering
for news on the part of the public as there
is to -day.

Two New Volumes
by Rider Published
Two books by John F. Rider for the
radio service man are announced by the
Radio Treatise Co., 1440 Broadway, New
York City. They constitute a series entitled "The Service Man's Manual."
The first volume entitled "The Mathematics of Radio" explains radio phenomena
in a practical manner, with examples of
calculation.
The second volume, entitled "The Trouble
Shooting Manual," contains the diagnosis of
receiver systems, RF amplifiers, eliminators,
etc. Trouble shooting in these systems with
commercial set testers and analysis of symptoms.

It Can't Be Accidental!
Radio World sells each month more copies
than are sold in the same period of time by
any other radio publication in the world
bar none.
Radio World's subscription list has increased faster during the past four months
than during any other period of its existence.
One company controlling a few hotel and
railroad newsstands in the West has added
495 copies to its order.

-

San Francisco.
Lon Protteau, one of "The Three Boys
of KGO," learned he had just become a
father while playing over the station the
other morning. He became so excited when
Charles Park, KGO announcer, whispered
the glad tidings to him that he didn't know
which end of the piano was the bass.
"I'm Walking Around in a Dream" was
played over the air by Protteau for his wife,
who was separated from her husband by
the San Francisco Bay. A loudspeaker
along the side of the bed at home enabled
mother and son to listen in.

NO MISTAKES

BY ANNOUNCER?
The National Broadcasting Company will
expand its efforts to perfect the art of announcing.
George Engles, vice -president, director of
the Program Department, said that experts
in various specialized subjects will be called
in to assist in this effort. Authorities on
art, music, science and the like will supplement the general knowledge of announcers,
so that absolute accuracy in the use and
pronunciation of technical terms may be insured.
"The requirements of the company in engaging its announcers are extremely stringent," said Engles. "All of the announcers
have more than the average amount of information on many subjects covered by
broadcasting. The company demands a high
standard of education and culture, as well
as the ability to speak correctly.
"However, with the spotlight of public
attention focused so strongly upon radio announcers, particularly by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, we realize
that absolute perfection is necessary. Radio
announcers are now expected to set the
standard of public usage. If they are to be
entirely worthy of public confidence they
must never make a mistake.
"We realize that no one person can be
infallible on every subject. It takes an
authority on music to know the exact use
and pronunciation of all terms relating to
music. The same is true in the case of art
and science. Even so, authorities themselves
sometimes disagree. There must be someone
to have the deciding word. Such experts
will be engaged to act in an advisory capacity to the announcers."
Engles said that the company has recently
inaugurated an intensive training course in
speech for its announcers. Each week the
entire staff of announcers meets with Miss
Vida Sutton for advanced coaching in diction and the use of the voice. Miss Sutton
is director of the speech department at the
Theater Guild's School for the Young
Actor.
"The course," said Engles, "is designed to
do away with localisms, individual mannerisms and the metallic quality often existing in American speech. In this connection announcers will be given the opportunity
to hear how their voices come over the air
-to see just how the quality is recorded by
the microphone and loudspeaker. They are
given special exercises for resonance, articulation and breath control. Bodily exercises
supplement the vocal exercises since coordination of body and voice are so interrelated."
Milton J. Cross, NBC announcer, recently
won the Academy's diction medal.

$400,000,000

ANNUAL WAGES
Washington.
The status of the radio industry has been
assayed by a Commission appointed by
President Hoover. It has been found that
the industry is, in general, in a healthy condition, that close to 350,000 persons are employed in it, and that the annual turnover is
around a billion dollars.
The Department of Labor has made a
separate survey that includes the radio industry. The average wage in the industry
has been put at $25 a week. Multiplying
the 350,000 employes by the average wage,
the total wage for the industry amounts to
$8,750,000 per week, or more than $400;
000,000 a year.
Receivers Popular
The receiving set has become vastly pop
ular. Starting in 1921 with 50000, the number has increased to around 10,000,000.
The employment in the industry is analyzed on the general basis of activities in
or association with radio, and includes not
only the factory workers and their executives, but also persons employed in
studios, even if in a clerical capacity, and
of course includes service men and others
employed by retail stores, jobbers, etc.

Greater Stability
In some branches of the radio field the
demand is greater than the supply, it has
been found, while in other branches a condition of overcrowding exists.
A general trend toward better stability is
noted, particularly associated with continued
activities during the Summer. Many factories will continue in operation during 1929
without interruption for the first time in
their history.

Ce -Lec -Tor Is Newest

Station Separator
The Ce -Lec -Tor, the newest and most
modern type of station separator, embodying the band -pass filter system together with
the best principles heretofore known for
the cutting apart of interfering stations, is
now ready for immediate shipment Factory
facilities have been expanded to take care
of the Ce-Lec -Tor output and there will be
no slackening on this account in the production of the Si-Len -Ser, which is in greater
demand than ever.
These two devices were designed by
Julian J. Proskauer, head of the Trutoríe
Radio Sales Company and director of their
laboratories. Further information may be
had from this concern by addressing their
main office at 116 Worth Street, New York
City. Mention RADIO WORLD.-J. H. C.

Lynch Appoints O'Neil
Arthur H. Lynch, Inc., 1775 Broadway,
New York City, announced that J. F. O'Neil
has become general manager.
Mr. O'Neil was for eight years Superintendent of Agencies for the Curtis Publishing Company before going with a tube emiipany. O'Neil will have charge of a group
of Lynch sales experts in all parts of the
country.
Mr. O'Neil is well known among New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania jobbers.
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why NeutralizeAudlo?
Prevents Plate -Grid Capacity Cutting High Notes
By Herbert E. Hayden
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FIG. 1
PUSH -PULL STAGE USING RESISTANCE
COUPLING IN WHICH NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS C2 ARE USED TO COUNTERACT THE
FEEDBACK THROUGH THE GRID -TO -PLATE CAPACITIES Cl.
If the audio amplifier
RESISTANCE coupled amplifiers are
A

said to amplify signals of all frequencies equally well. Of course, this is
only relatively true. There is a certain
amount of discrimination at both ends of
the audio scale. At the low frequencies the
stopping condensers reduce, and at the high
frequencies the plate to grid capacity reduces the amplification.
It is not difficult to design a resistance
coupled circuit so that it will amplify the
low frequencies as low as required. It is
only necessary to increase the size of the
coupling condenser, or, for a fixed value of
coupling condenser, to increase the resistance value of the grid leak which follows
the condenser.
It is not so easy to bring up the amplification at the high frequencies, for the cause
of the suppression is not controllable. For
a high voltage step -up the plate resistance
in the output of the tube should be large.
But as this resistance is increased the ef-

fective value of the input capacity
increases greatly, and the greater is the suppression on the high notes. That is, the in-

crease of the plate output resistance increases only the amplification on the low
and medium notes. Hence the larger the
value of the plate resistance, the poorer will
the quality be.
What happens is that the amplified signal
is reflected back from the plate to the grid
in such phase as to oppose the input voltage
The feedback takes place
on the grid.
through the grid to plate capacity.

Neutralization in Push -Pull
If the circuit has two tubes or more it

is

possible to neutralize the feedback by a
method used in the early resistance coupled
radio frequency amplifiers. A small condenser is connected between the grid of the
first tube and the plate of the second. The
potential of the plate of the second tube is
in the same phase as the grid of the first.
Hence the feedback through the grid to
plate capacity may be counteracted by the
feedback from the second plate to the grid
of the first. This condenser must be
smaller than the grid to plate capacity, since
the signal has been amplified by two tubes.
In fact, the condenser would have to be extremely small to prevent oscillation.

C2

A SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A PUSH PULL RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER. MID TAPPED RESISTOR IS USED FOR INPUT IN
PLACE OF THE PUSH -PULL TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY.

is push -pull, it is
possible to neutralize the plate to grid capacity in a single stage. This has been
done in many short wave receivers, but not
in audio amplifiers. Perhaps the reason is
that push -pull resistance coupled amplifiers
have not gained much popularity.
Fig. 1, left, shows the first stage of a
resistance coupled push -pull amplifier. It
is supposed to be adjusted so that it is perfectly symmetrical with respect to the filament. This means that the tubes are exactly the same and that the voltages and
the corresponding coupling impedances are
equal.
Each tube has its own plate to grid capacity indicated by Cl. These capacities
work in both tubes so as to reduce the amplification on the high notes. Now. the grids
at any instant are at the same absolute potential but in opposite phase. That is, when
one is V volts positive with respect to the
operating point, the other tube is V volts
negative with respect to the same point.
Plates in Opposite Phase
Since the grids are in opposite phase the
plates are also in opposite phase. But the
potential of the plate of one tube is in the
same phase as the potential of the grid ,f
the other. Therefore if two small condensers C2 be connected diagonally across
the circuit from grid to plate the effect of
the feedback through the plate to grid capacity in either tube will be neutralized.
For example, the plate of the upper tube
feeds a certain amount back to the grid of
that tube through the tanner Cl and at the
same time the plate of the lower tube feeds
an equal amount to the upper grid through
the lower C2. The amounts of voltage fed
back to the upper grid are equal, or may
be made so, but opposite in phase. Hence
the feedback does not change the signal
voltage on the grid of the upper tube.
The same applies to the lower tube. In
this case the upper C2 and the lower Cl
feed voltage to the lower grid.

Simplified Circuit

It will

be observed that as far as the
feedback is concerned the plate of each tube
is connected through a small condenser to

both sides of the innut device.
there can be no feedback.

Therefore

The right hand diagram in Fig. 1 shows
the same circuit in a simplified form. In
this circuit the tubes have been replaced by
equivalent elements, namely, the f fictitious
voltages ue, the internal plate resistances
Rp and the plate to grid capacities Cl. Grid to- filament resistances and the inter -element
capacities other than Cl have been omitted.
Also the secondary of the transformer has
been replaced by a center -tapped resistor
having a total value of 2R1.
When this type of input is used, another
resistance enters into the circuit in parallel
with 2R1, and that is the plate resistance
of the tube ahead. But that resistor is
balanced with respect to the feedback as well
as is the center -tapped resistor.
The arrows in the lower circuits indicate
the directions of the various currents which
establish the potentials across the impedances. When arrows point to an element, such as the grid Gl, the potential at
that point may be considered to be rising,
and when the arrows point away from a
point the voltage may be considered as falling. It will be seen that on grid G1 the
arrow for Cl points to the grid and the
arrow for C2 points away. Thus if the
two condensers involved pass the same current, there is no tendency for the potential
to change as far as the feedback is concerned.
The push -pull amplifier does not suppress
the high notes so much as a single -sided
circuit composed of similar elements because the equal grid -to -plate capacities are
in series, and therefore only one -half as
great, effectively, as in the single tube stage.
Hence it is not necessary to neutralize the
capacities except when the high audio and
superaudible notes must be amplified as well
as the low audio notes. Receivers used for
television reception require a band about
.50,000 cycles. This is much wider than any
ordinary audio amplifier is able to cover.
When the neutralizing condensers are
used they should be small variable condensers such as are used for trimming tuning circuits in broadcast receivers. The
plate -to -grid capacity in an ordinary high
mu tube is of the order of 10 mfd., so
that the neutralizing condensers should be
of this size. That is, condensers which has
a lower minimum than this should be used,
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A New Self- Stabilizer
Oscillation in RF Channels Efficiently Controlled Automatically

By Herman Bernard
Managing Editor
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AN AC CIRCUIT, USING THREE STAGES OF TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION, STABILIZED
BY MEANS OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK, VARIED AUTOMATICALLY BY MECHANICALLY COUPLING THE
TICKLER SHAFT TO THE CONDENSER SHAFT. IF FEEDBACK IS TOO GREAT IN EITHER POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE DIRECTION THE TICKLER COIL MAY BE ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR THIS, OR AN
EXTRA WINDING MAY BE PROVIDED (MARKED "FIXED "), AND MADE NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE, AS CIR-

CUMSTANCES REQUIRE.

THE advisability of using multiple
stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, for the resultant sensitivity
and selectivity, is generally recognized,
but some means must be introduced to
stabilize the receiver. Every such means
introduces some loss, no matter what system of neutralization is used, but it is a
gainful loss, since otherwise the receiver
would be virtually inoperative. A parallel
example is that of a driver of an automobile when he reaches the top of a steep
hill with railroad tracks ahead. He puts
on the brakes, to avoid nearing the tracks
at an uncontrollable speed that might
render him and the automobile permanently inoperative. This braking is a loss,
but the kind of a loss one is glad to endure, since it enables life. The same is
true in the receiver. Without stability it
is as good as dead.

methods of stabilizing a re-

Various
ceiver at radio frequencies work out satisfactorily, including grid suppressors connected from stator of a tuning condenser
to grid of a socket, neutralizing condensers that establish a capacity equal to
the self -capacity of the tube, but with
negative feedback to neutralize the positive feedback caused by that internal capacity, high negative bias on radio amplifiers, and the like.
Interesting Subject
As self -oscillation is usually most troublesome on the higher broadcast frequencies, and as some method of increasing the resistance is always employed, it
follows that a receiver balanced for the
troublesome frequencies will be a little
less sensitive on the lower frequencies
(higher wavelengths). Therefore some
method that changes the resistance in the
right direction, lowering it for the lower
frequencies, is an interesting subject of
investigation.
The method proposed is a new one, and
consists of using a rewound three -circuit
coil, so that the primary is in the antenna
circuit, the secondary in the grid circuit,

and the tickler in the plate circuit of the
first tube, but the tickler is used at least
in part for reverse- feedback. Either the
tickler alone may be used, or a small extra winding may be put on the coil form
at the end opposite to the one accommodating the primary or on a separate inside
form, and this small winding may be connected in series with the tickler
The control of self-oscillation becomes
complete when the inductances are properly proportioned and the shaft of the
rotating coil is coupled to the shaft of
the gang tuning condenser. A Hammarlund flexible coupler will do this, if the
tuning condenser has a part of its shaft
protruding from the far end.
How It Works Mechanically
The mechanical operation then is as
follows As the tuning dial is rotated
from lowest to highest frequency in the
broadcast band, that is, from 100 to 0
on most dials, the tickler coil turns with
the condenser. If the phases are correctly established, by exercise of knowledge and care in connection of coil terminals, the positive feedback will decrease as the frequency increases, due to
automatic rotation of the tickler. This
change is accomplished through the tuning
mechanism itself.
The results will differ depending on how
the tickler is originally positioned. If at
lowest frequency (100 on the dial) the
coupling is made full positive, by paralleling the tickler with the secondary and
having equal potentials in relatively the
same position, there will be positive feedback. Under some circumstances this will
work out well. If the circuit is not keyed
up too high, that is, has not a terrific attribute of feedback, the positive regeneration will be useful. As the higher
frequencies are tuned in the feedback reverts to zero, at the numerical center of
the dial, and then turns negative in the
region where the greater incurred resistance is needed.
If this arrangement is properly pro:

portioned, there will be positive feedback
to aid the sensitivity and volume on the
lower frequencies, thus tending to atone
for the rising characteristic of tuned
radio frequency amplification where the
amplification is greater the higher the
frequency, and at the same time contributing a variable resistance factor that
spares the loss introduced on the high
frequencies from affecting the low frequencies where it is not wanted. In fact,
as explained, instead of the loss being
merely eliminated for the low frequencies,
a gain is actually provided. However, this
almost ideal condition is hard to attain,
since critical regeneration is a function of
both the frequency and the volume, and
satisfaction of both requirements introduces technical difficulties of a high order.
Simpler Method
Therefore a simpler method may be
used by anybody, and good results obtained, since if the first tube is prevented
from oscillating there is seldom any
trouble from subsequent tubes in the cascaded chain. This simpler method is to
put the tickler in a parallel position with
the secondary, when the condenser plates
are totally out of mesh, and to join the
coil terminals to their destinations in reverse feedback fashion. This consists of
noting where the grid is connected on the
secondary and then connecting the plate
of the first tube to that terminal of the
tickler which occupies exactly the opposite position. Assuming both windings
in the same direction, this means that if
the beginning of the secondary goes to
grid, the end of the tickler goes to plate.
The other terminal of the tickler may be
connected experimentally to the terminal
of L3 that otherwise would have gone to
plate.
[Further discussion of this interesting
method of introducing stability in the radio
frequency amplifier without incurring undue
losses Will be published next week in the
May 18th issue.]
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New Theory Propoun
Calls for Infinite
f
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FIG. 1
DIAGRAM OF A FERRANTI AUDIO AMPLIFIER SHOWING HOW RESISTANCE CAPACITY FILTERS SHOULD BE USED TO PREVENT REGENERATION.
sertion of these engineers is rather start- but also with the electrical location of
WHAT are the conditions for obtainthe speaker.
ling and the question is whether it works
ing maximum grower output from
It may be shown that the total power,
out in practice.
a tube when the speaker is coupled to
that is, both the active and the reactive,
the tube by means of a transformer?
may be expressed (u E M w)2Z2/
Problem Complex
Should the primary impedance of the
(ZiZa-{-M'-w ), in which u is the amplifitransformer be equal to the plate reThe problem is not at all simple, be- cation constant of the tube, E the effecsistance of the tube, as has been asserted
countless times? Should the primary im- cause there are so many factors that enter tive value of the input voltage on the
pedance be equal to twice the value of into the determination of the optimum grid, M the mutual inductance of the
the plate resistance of the tube, which conditions. Many assumptions have to coupling transformer between the tube
and the speaker, w the frequency mulbe made regarding the properties of the
is asserted to be the condition for maxOr transformers, and they are only approxi- tiplied by 628, and Za the total impedance
imum undistorted power output?
the secondary circuit.
should the primary impedance of the mately true. Also, there is much doubt of Assume
that there is no leakage intransformer be as large as possible, as is about the impedance of the loudspeaker, ductance,
an assumption justified for most
asserted by Ferranti engineers? The as- for it varies not only with the frequency
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transformers. Then At may be expressed
as LIL2w2, where L, and L2 are the primary
and the secondary inductances. When this
value is substituted in the above expression for the power, and noting that ZI
equals RI +jwL, it will be seen that the
power increases as LIw increases. This
is because as Law increases it becomes
large compared with RI.
The larger the primary impedance of
the transformer, the smaller is the primary current. Thus the losses in the
plate resistance decrease, and a greater
proportion of the total available power
is delivered to the transformer to appear
as useful power in the secondary.
Lower Power Loss
As the primary current decreases by
virtue of the increase of the primary impedance, the losses in the transformer
decrease rapidly, thus leaving more for
useful work in the secondary circuit.
A sample of the results obtained by the
Ferranti engineers on a dynamic speaker
at 50 cycles will suffice to show how the
power increases with the increase in the
primary impedance. The tube used had a
plate resistance of 2,000 ohms, the speaker
resistance was 4 ohms and the transformer ratio was 25 -to -1. The results at
50 cycles are given:
Secondary Speaker power
Primary
in milliwatts
impedance
impedance
3.2
6.4
30.2
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FIG. 3,
HOW THE INDUCTANCE OF THE PRIMARY
OF THE FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS VARY
WITH THE AMOUNT OF DC.
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Of course, the infinite impedance condition cannot be obtained, but it is not
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FI G. 4
PERFORMANCE CURVES OF THE FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS COMPARED
DIRECTLY WITH THE MUSICAL SCALE.
The ratio of turns also affects the
power output. This is due to matching
of the loudspeaker impedence with the
secondary of the transformer. In the
example cited above the ratio of turns
is 25 -to -1 and the power is 135 milliwatts.
If the ratio of turns be decreased to
20 -to -1 the power is reduced to 131 milli watts and if the ratio be increased to
30 -to -1 the power drops to 128 milli watts.
Filtering Well Done
The Ferranti engineers have also
delved into the question of regeneration
in audio frequency amplifiers and devised
methods for rendering it ineffective. One
of the circuits recommended by them is
shown in Fig. 1. This circuit is for battery operated tubes. It will be noted
that there is a resistance -capacity filter
in every grid and every plate circuit. The
condenser in each instance goes direct
to the filament, while the resistor is
placed in series with the plate or grid
return lead below the condenser. This
effectively reduces feedback to a point
where it will not cause oscillation or even
slight frequency distortion.
While no filter is shown in the last
stage, it will not hurt to put a large
condenser from the B plus terminal of
the output transformer to the negative
end of the filament.
In Fig. 2 is shown the filtering treatment given a circuit having a push -pull
output stage. The arrangement of the
resistors and the condensers is the same.
Condenser C4 serves both the tubes in
the last stage. So does resistor R4. In
a push -pull stage which is well balanced
the need of a filter either in the grid
or the plate circuit is not so great as in
a single -sided circuit. But it is well to

use filters just the sanie, for there is often
a considerable unbalance in a push -pull
stage.

Effect of DC
Coupling transformers having iron
cores do not have the same impedence
under all conditions. For example, if a
direct current is flowing in the primary,
the resistance drops to a much lower
value than when no direct current is
superposed on the alternating current.
Fig. 3 shows how the primary inductances of three Ferranti transformers
vary with the DC through the winding.
These curves indicate that for low impedance tubes AF -4 is suitable because
its inductance does not decrease rapidly
with the current. Its low impedance is
offset by the low impedance of the tube
with which it is used.
For tubes of higher impedance, and for
circuits in which the plate current is low,
the AF -3 and the AF -5 are superior. The
amplification will be much greater than
when the AF -4 is used, especially on the
bass notes. These facts are clearly shown
on the experimental curves in Fig. 4.
The curves are plotted on an octave
scale and directly above the curves is
plotted the musical scale and the frequency ranges of the various musical
instruments. Note that the transformers
have practically straight lines over the
entire musical scale. The curve for AF -5
is particularly attractive. It shows an amplification of nearly 25 at 25 cycles and
a little over 22 at 8,000 cycles. The peak
at 4,000 cycles shows an amplification of
34, which is only about .8 decibel above
the amplification at 1,000 cycles. The
smallest intensity difference the human
ear can distinguish is about 1 decibel.
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A Quality A

THE choice of an audio frequency am-

plifying channel is something deserving of thoughtful attention, because no
matter how excellent may be the radio
frequency channel of a receiver, the reproduction may be impaired or ruined in
the audio circuit. No matter how the
radio amplifier is made, nor what circuit
it is, it can not improve quality of tone.
If improperly made, voltaged or operated,
it may injure tone quality. It can harm
tone, never help it. Therefore if any
succor is to be had, it must be in the
audio channel.
For selectivity and sensitivity we depend
on the radio amplifier. For tone values
we look alone to the audio channel. Since
all of us are supremely interested in
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DESIGN OF A TWO -STAGE RESISTANCE- COUPLED AUDIO AMPLIFIER WITH TRANSFORMER- COUPLED
PUSH -PULL THIRD STAGE. THE B SUPPLY IS EMBODIED. THE FILTRATION IS ESPECIALLY WELL
GUARDED AND STABILITY RESULTS. THIS AMPLIFIER IS TO BE WORKED WITH THREE STAGES OF
RADIO FREQUENCY AND DETECTOR, OR LESS.
fidelity of reproduction, we choose whatever radio amplifier and detector is to our
liking, or suits our needs best, and proceed to an intense study of the audio amplifier for the safeguarding of what the
detector delivers.
In a very real sense the best audio amplifiers are merely the best safeguards
and protectors of the detector output.
Correct design permits a distortionless
detector output, in the sense that audio
frequency response is virtually impartial
throughout the entire range.

Double Wrong
If there are shortcomings in the radio
amplifier, as where too great selectivity
injures the high notes, a compensating
effect may be introduced in the audio circuit for reducing the intensity of the low
notes. But this is a makeshift. It proceeds on the basis of an acknowledged
error, and instead of correcting the original error, commits another one, perhaps on the theory that two wrongs make
a right, a philosophy unacceptable since
Caesar stormed Gaul. And in the audio
channel the subduction of low notes to
offset the injury previously done to high
notes may be in obedience to a theory
alone, and not a practical feat, since more
than mere balancing of missing high
notes against missing low ones is necessary. The result may be simply the absence or deep attenuation of both extremes, to the utter predominance of the
middle register. That, indeed is not tone
quality. It is the acknowledgment of one

mistake by the commission of another.
The net result may be less notorious, but
it is still far from that perfection which
all of us desire at least to approach in
our own home installations.
Can't Progress Much More

The quality of the audio amplifier is
determined by complex conditions, including the nature and value of constants used
for coupling, the voltages and means of
providing them, the tubes and, of course,
the speaker. That this quality can approach perfection is indeed a fact in this
advanced state of the radio science, and
that much improvement ever will be made
is impossible, since the margin between
the present condition and perfection is
too small, and better than perfect it means
distortion
With such an abundant opportunity,
therefore, to obtain results that will be
approximately standard for all time, it is
certainly fitting that the wisest choice be
!

made.

Just what to choose is a subject on
which unanimity, fortunately, never can
exist. Taking perfection as the theoretical
criterion, it is fair to state that any one
of the three main methods of coupling
-by transformer, impedance or resistance
-or combinations thereof may accomplish this. Transformers are few indeed
that are excellent, and always the excellent ones are not cheap in price, because
costly to manufacture. The Ferranti AF5,
for instance, one of the best transformers
in the world, lists at $14. An audio am-

plifier consisting of a pair of these transformers, with proper B supply, well filtered, makes as excellent an audio amplifier as one would want.
Gives Great Enjoyment

If

250

tubes in push -pull are desired

as the output, with a built -in B supply,
there is something to win any man's

heart. There are other good transformers,
although probably none quite so good.
Even one with an acoustically trained ear
will get plenty of enjoyment out of the
resultant reproduction.
It is, in general, harder to get as good
results from impedance coupling, due to
the limitations imposed by coil- winding.
The distributed capacity should not be so
high across the coil terminals as to bypass the higher audio frequencies, for
this would be the same effect as produced
by sideband- trimming in an over -selective
tuner. Yet the impedance of the coil
should be as high as possible- infinity, in
fact. The limitations that distributed
capacity and excessive DC resistance place
upon the coil that should be of infinite
impedance are obvious. By a predetermined method of tuning the coupling circuit, that is, introducing regeneration effective at the desired frequencies, a good
response may be obtained.
Stability Always Possible
The third method, resistance coupling,
is as good as there is, since the resistance
equals the impedance at all frequencies
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ent in Happiness
Herman
(whereas coil impedance depends on frequency), although it has proven harder
to obtain stability in a resistance -coupled
audio amplifier than in any other, with
impedance coupling a close second on
this score, and transformer coupling last.
However, roughly speaking, any audio
circuits of the three different types, or
combinations thereof, if equally true in
reproduction, will give about equal trouble
from self-oscillation. This regeneration,
taking place at audio frequencies, is due
to a common coupling, often through the
common impedance of the B supply or
batteries, or the unison of plate and grid
circuits such as always takes place when
biasing resistors are used. However, properly filtered and bypassed, any audio circuit worked within reasonable limits of
amplification, may be made stable.
Resistance coupling never has achieved
great popularity. Transformer coupling
always has been the overwhelming favorite. Most transformers in use are distorters, and the ,general run of transformers in factory -made receivers, nearly
all of which have transformers, is poor
indeed.
83 Cents for Audio Transformer
While it is amusing to read advertisements of set manufacturers extolling the
tone of their receivers, in only a few instances does realism prove out on actual
test, because 83 cents is a fair price for
a manufacturer to pay for an audio transformer, or, if he makes his own, the same
transformer usually will cost him more.
In a two-stage amplifier you therefore
get $1.76 worth of one quality (manufacturers' price), and the advertising copy
writers can coin all the fancy tone phrases
they want, but they can not thereby
change the laws of nature, one of which
is the law of magnetic circuits pertaining to effect of the structure upon he frequency response and wave form.
It is pertinent to ask why one manufacturer lists one single audio frequency
transformer at $14 and why another
manufacturer, this one a set producer,
lists an entire table model receiver for $60.

If it is pertinent to ask the question, it is
not impertinent to answer it.
Radio is being robbed of its very birthright of brightest enjoyment by the dissemination of bad receivers and the miseducation of the public that these distorting devices deliver tone quality.
Does Deception Hurt?
A small percentage of the total population has a deep appreciation of musical
values and acoustical science, and if distorting contraptions are established as the
criterion of real tone, the victim will be
none the worse off for the deception, if it

is true that the ignorant are none the
worse off for their lack of education, or
the poverty- stricken none the worse off
for their lack of money. If price alone
is the consideration, then why do not the
manufacturers catering to the low-price
market, instead of arguing that a lowpriced radio set of merely passable or
even inferior tone is better than none at
all, make a low- priced receiver of excellent tone realism? Rather than cheap
transformers of bad quality they could
use cheaper resistors of much better tone
quality! But that would require solution
of the problem of proper filtration, to
avoid motorboating or other manifestations of incipient or advanced self- oscillation. A proper distribution of the
voltages and currents derived from the B
supply, suitable bypass condensers, often
not many more of them than are now
used in cheap, poor sets, would help a
great deal, and the engineering department could complete the work along
special lines that a particular manufacurers' receivers might require.

Amplifier of Happiness
But it isn't done that way. The world
being made safe for distortion. You
hear it at proud demonstrations of sales excited manufacturers, you hear it from
demonstration receivers operated at radio
stores, particularly music stores that are
rather proud of these noise boxes, and you
is
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come across it in almost every home that
you visit.
There is no need to ask a man why he
should go to the pains of building an audio
amplifier, or purchasing one of the built up models that cost more than an ordinary, fully- equipped receiver. He has
a good reason, the best reason : he knows
tone quality when he encounters it, and
knows distortion when he doesn't encounter tone quality. No number of misleading assertions in advertisements can
dissuade him. He enjoys realism, not
fairy tales. And as knowledge adds to
the enjoyment of life, he is willing to go
to the pains and expense of obtaining the
audio amplifier that will make his life
happier.
Realism Starts Blinks
While it is true that many thousands
of persons calmly listen to distorted reproduction, and refer to it as realism,
tone quality, perfect reproduction, clear,
faithful, it is also true that they have ears,
and that ears are not so dull as some
persons would have them. The opportu-

nity to compare one's distorting receiver
with the reproduction of a distortionless
amplifier is seldom enjoyed -not one -half
of one per cent. of the time.
Even lacking this direct comparison,
there is something about realism that sort
of makes a startled hearer blink. Listening to a fine amplifier under home conditions has been one of the greatest influences leading otherwise unversed persons to adopt excellent audio as their
maxim.
The construction of the audio amplifier,
for the heretofore unapproachable results obtainable, should be along lines laid
down by those thoroughly familiar with
the quality branch of this work -circuits
and parts being used such as are recommended in the better -grade technical
press, by editorial writers of sound knowledge and practical experience. Every such
author will provide excellent filtration,
will reduce the common coupling as much
as practical, both in circuit formation and
in bypassing and filtration, and will spread
greater delight than ever among those
whose interest and confidence he courts.
He will present an audio amplifier designed for quantities of undistorted
power output and will consider whether
the output of the detector is to be of a
high or low order of volume -will provide
much greater audio -amplified volume for
a simple little tuner than for a multi -stage
radio frequency circuit that often feeds
as much as 5 or 6 volts to a detector, and,
that done, will have served his public well.
* *
*

[Audio amplifier and B supply circuits
for best toned reproduction will be published
in subsequent issues, following designs laid
down by the author.
One design is diagrammed on the opposite page in advance.

-

Editor.]

CAP.

Q1
p,
0

C2

An interesting attempt to have a
push -pull r e s i s tance- coupled l a s t
stage of audio.
This circuit is purely

experimental,

since the accurate
balancing of the resistors is a technical

feat.
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TO SECURE RADIO FREQUENCY STABILITY WHEN USING ONE OR MORE SCREEN GRID TUBES, BOTH THE
SCREEN GRID AND THE PLATE SUPPLY LEADS SHOULD BE BYPASSED, AS SHOWN IN THIS DIAGRAM. C3
AND C4 ARE THE BYPASS CONDENSERS. EACH MAY BE .1 MFD. OR LARGER.
(1) -The spark gap is for protective
QUESTION and
Answer Department purposes. When the voltage across the
conducted by RADIO condenser rises above a certain value deWORLD, by its staff of termined by the insulation, the condenser

Radio University

experts, for University
members only.
When writing for information give your Radio University subscription number.

PLEASE SHOW a circuit diagram indicating how to measure the plate and
grid voltages in a receiver using AC
tubes.
(2) -Also please show a simple method
of measuring the grid bias in a resistance
coupled circuit.
AMOS BURT,
Nashville, Tenn.
(1) -See Fig. 750, left. Voltmeter 1
measures the grid bias, meter 2 measures
the plate voltage, while meter 3 measures the sun. A high resistance meter
must be used.
(2)-The right hand figure in Fig. 750
shows an arrangement for measuring the
grid bias on a resistance coupled tube.
Throw the grid to the upper point and
note the reading on the plate milliammeter. Then throw the grid down to
pick up the battery Eg. Adjust this battery until the plate milliammeter reads
the same as it did before. The reading
on the voltmeter across Eg is the bias
sought.
*

*

*

HAVE a power tube in which there
is a blue glow at all times. Is this harmful to the tube and to the operation of the
circuit?
(2) -What is the cause of the glow?
How can it be removed?
I

-If

(3)
the tube can not be used safely
as a power tube could it be used to advantage in some other part of the circuit?

VINCENT LATIMER,

Toledo, Ohio.
(1)
is not harmful to the tube because that is already defective. It should
not be used in the power stage, or in any
amplifier stage.
(2) -The glow is caused by residual
gases in the tube. It usually appears
when the plate voltage is too high. Get
a new tube.
(3)
may be used as a detector. But
if the amplification factor of the tube is
low it will not function well as a detector.

-It

-It

*

*

*

CERTAIN BYPASS condensers are
provided with spark gaps. What are they
for?
(2) -Why are by -pass condensers rated
at different operating voltages for alternating and direct voltages?
(3) -Why is the continuous operating
voltage lower than the flash voltage?
(4) -What is the difference between a
condenser rated at 200 and one rated at
1,000 volts? Why is the size of the 1,000
volt condenser larger than the 200 volt
condenser when both have the same capacity?
WILFORD TODD,
Omaha, Neb.

2

4-The

5

*

WHAT IS MEANT by the decrement
of a radio frequency wave?
(2) -Has the decrement anything to do
with the quality of broadcast programs?
the decrement a property of the
(3)
wave or of the circuit in which the wave

-Is

Right or Wrong?
[Answers on page 15]
1 -The apparent quality of a radio receiver depends on the volume intensity even if the tubes are large enough to
handle the volume without overloading.
In order to get the maximum volurne out of a power tube the primary
impedance of the transformer between
the tube and the speaker should be equal
to the plate resistance of the tube.
-For maximum power output the impedance of the loudspeaker should be
equal to the impedance of the secondary
of the coupling transformer.
impedance of the dynamic
. speaker is simply the DC resistance
of the voice coil winding.
-A low resistance voltmeter does not
give the correct voltage when used
to measure the output of a power pack
because of the drop in the resistors in
the network.

discharges across the spark gap and this
prevents the condenser itself from breaking down.
(2) -The direct voltage rating is higher
because it is steady and contains no peaks.
The alternating voltage varies between
zero and a value 1.41 times the effective
voltage. Hence the alternating voltage
rating must be only about .7 of the direct
voltage rating.
(3) -A voltage is a stress on the condenser. If this exists for a long time
the condenser gradually weakens. When
the voltage is alternating there is an alternating current through the condenser.
This heats it up and weakens it further.
(4) -The difference between these con,
densers lies in the thickness of the insulation between the two plates, or between
the two layers of tin foil. A low voltage
condenser may have a single layer of
treated paper beteen the two plates. Another may have two. A high voltage condenser may have from six to eight layers
of the same paper. Usually a condenser
has at least two layers in order to minimize short circuits from defects in the
paper, such as holes and metal particles.
The size increases rapidly with the voltage
rating because not only is much more paper used but more tinfoil has to be used
to make up for the greater separation of
the plates.

pleasant timbre of music from
6-The
a harp or a piano is due to the fact

that the harmonics produced are exact
multiples of the fundamental.

-The sound from a drum is not musi7
cal because the harmonics are miss
:ng.
-

of a carrier freby overloading of
the tubes are exact multiples of the car-

harmonies
8-The
. quency produced

rier frequency.
impedance of the primary of an
9-The
audio transformer or that of a choke
coil with iron core does not depend on
the amount of direct current in the wind-

is

produced?

SEYMOUR EVERTS,
Lexington, Ky.
(1) -The decrment is the rate of decrease of the amplitude of a damped wave,
and depends on the amplitudes of two
consecutive maxima in the same direction.

(2) -The waves used in broadcasting
have no decrement. They are undamped.
As long as it is unmodulated the amplitude remains constant.
(3) -The decrment is strictly a property
of the wave but is caused by a property of
the circuit, its effective resistance.

ing.

in a receiver is
10. -Motorboating
simply a periodic charging and dis-

charging of the stopping condenser which
results when the grid of the tube goes
positive.

I HAD a battery- operated receiver that
I built myself and operated with much

pleasure for two years. Then I moved
into a neighborhood that has alternating
current, and I decided to build an AC re-
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ceiver. My output tube is a 171A. I
used grid biasing resistors all through, including one in each stage of radio frequency, one in the detector and one each
in the two audio stages. The bypass condensers across all these resistors are .006,
mfd., as a friend recommended this large
capacity. My complaint is that the circuit
does not reproduce the low notes as well
as did the battery- operated receiver, although many of the same parts are included in the new outfit, including tuning
condensers and radio coils. How can I
get the same fine quality out of my new

R, B

R

receiver?

ADAM J. MORCHAND,
Rye Beach, N. Y.
The capacity of the condensers used for
bypassing the resistors is not large in any
sense. For the radio frequency tubes it
is passable, although louder signals might
result if you increased the capacity to .01
mfd. or .02 mfd. In the detector stage
and first audio the biasing resistors, bypassing condensers should be at least .5
mfd., and preferably much larger, say 4
mfd., while the final audio stage never
should have anything less than 4 mfd.
Above 4 mfd. the improvement in any
audio circuit is not noticeable to the ear.
The reason for the large capacity of 4
mfd. is that the impedance to audio frequencies of the biasing circuit is reduced
greatly, thus improving the general amplification, and particularly the low-note
reproduction. With these precautions
taken, your AC receiver will give you just
as fine tone as did the other.
*

*

*

IS IT TRUE that a baffle for a dynamic
speaker must be large, and that the pop-

ular types of cabinets that house them,
walnut, mahogany, spruce, etc., in
modernistic and other shapes and finishes,
tend to make the loud speaker sound
boomy? I am looking for the best reproduction possible, but hesitate to buy
one of those good -looking cabinets if
tonal results will not be good.

FIG. 750
AT LEFT IS A CIRCUIT SHOWING HOW TO CONNECT VOLTMETERS
FOR MEASURING THE PLATE AND GRID VOLTAGES IN AN AC TUBE. AT
RIGHT IS SHOWN A CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR ACCURATELY MEASURING THE GRID BIAS ON A RESISTANCE COUPLED TUBE.
which

often have programs

What remedy do you propose?

HAL BREEN, New York City
Your receiver is not selective enough
and there is little you can do to make it
more selective, except to introduce regeneration, say, in the detector or stage,
if you haven't a regenerative feature already. F,yn this, however, is unlikely to
do you much good, since your case is a
severe one. Not only do you need a selective receiver but one that must be ultra- selective to meet an unusual situation. The strength of WOR's signals in
parts of the Boroughs of Manhattan and
Brooklyn is so great that this ultra -selectivity becomes imperative. You should
build a circuit having four tuned stages-

should be simulated, which can be done
by using cane for the top, sides and back,
or leaving the back open and having the
sides and top cane. Still, three feet is
quite a size, and the common expert practice is to compromise in favor of appearances, using an 18 -inch or smaller baffle.
This will give good results. The small
box type, although the most handsome
and does not give the best tonal results,
still affords quality satisfactory to many.
The chief objection is not so much boominess all through the audio lower frequencies but to very strong and false accentuation of certain few low frequencies,
particularly one to which the box structure itself is resonant. Therefore the expression "box resonant" has arisen. The
speaker may rattle at this resonant frequency. You may compromise, as many
others

have done, on an 18 -inch or 24-

inch baffle, acoustically open, but imitating a box in appearance, and will be well
satisfied.
*

*

*

LIVE in the heart of New York City.
My complaint is that WOR comes in so
strongly that I have difficulty tuning it
out, even 15 dial divisions off resonance.
I have tried all kinds of aerials.
If I
make the aerial short the volume on the
high wavelength stations is too low, and
WOR is still troublesome. If I make the
aerial long, WOR is more troublesome
than ever. I like to listen to this station.
but I do hate to suffer crosstalk from
WOR when listening to WJZ or WEAF,
I

three stages of tuned RF and a tuned
detector unit. Put a trimming condenser
across the first tuning section of the gang
condenser, or tune the first circuit independently of the others, if you want two
main tuning controls. By using as a volume control a variable biasing resistor
that affects one, two or three RF tubes
you will increase selectivity when you reduce volume, which will be another aid
in the general direction you desire. With
the receiver suggested, a 50 -foot aerial
will be ample, WOR will be tuned out
readily (in about 3 divisions), and still
WEAF and `other stations on lower frequencies will come in with plenty of volume.
Put permanent trimmers across
each section of the gang condenser for
utmost practical selectivity.

Right or Wrong?

e. g.,

ADOLPH MENGES,
Detroit, Mich.
A baffle for a dynamic speaker should
be large, say, three -feet square, and
should be well ventilated, preferably consisting of nothing but the baffle board and
a bottom on which to rest the speaker.
However, this is not attractive to the eye,
no matter how macle up. hence a box

I prefer.

[Question on page 14]
As the volume is decreased
the high and the lower frequencies
disappear because they are then not
strong enough to affect the ear. The ear
is more sensitive to sounds in the middle
register.
-Wrong. The impedance of the prit' mary should be higher than the plate
resistance.
-Right. This is the only point in the
circuit where there should be matching. If the speaker is connected in the
plate circuit directly the speaker impedance should be equal to the plate resistance of the tube.
The resistance of the voice
4-Wrong.
' coil to DC is only a small part of the
total effective resistance of the speaker.
The resistance of the air against the diaphragm constitutes the greater part, and
the only useful part.
The resistors are equivalent
r toRight.
external resistors in the voltmeter,
1

-Right.

"

-

and hence the readings obtained are too
low.

Wrong. The harmonics are not true
multiples of the fundamental but
only approximately so. However, the
peculiar timbre of each instrument is due
to the harmonics.
7 -Wrong. The sound is not musical
because there are too many and too
strong harmonics and because they are
discordant.

6'

8 -Right.

The impedance of an iron
9-Wrong.
core inductance of any kind depends

very much on the direct current flowing
through the winding. The inductance decreases as the current increases.
l o. -Wrong. Motorboating is due to
feedback from one tube to preceding tubes through the B battery eliminator or the B battery. It is a form of
incipient or advanced oscillation, usually
of low frequency.
.
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The Reduction of Hum
As Applied to the Giant 6 -1 AC Circuit
for hum, there is little indeed from
this receiver, but if you desire to
make it almost zero you can do so by
using a smaller resistor in the detector
plate circuit (R10), provided stability is
thereby maintained, and by putting a
condenser across the immediate output
of the rectifier tube (one side to choke
lead going to midtap and other side to
ground). The condenser was eliminated
from this point and the extra capacity
put at the end (C21, C22) to prolong considerably the life of the rectifier tube, but
if you'd rather have a little less hum,
with shorter rectifier tube life as the
price, move the schematic connection at
top of C21 over to the choke point previously specified.
Midtap Connection
Hum is kept very low by connecting
the midtap of the heater winding to plu'
22 volts, more or less. Do not make thi:
mistake of connecting the wrong 2.5 volt
winding to B plus. The filament transformer has three windings. The top one
at 2.5 volts is used for the heater tubes.
The midtap of this goes to the positive
B voltage. The middle winding is 5 volts
and heats the pilot light PLI, which illuminates the dial. The bottom winding,
the second 2.5 volts, does not go to a
heater tube but to the power tube, hence
if you put the B voltage at that center
tap you'd be applying B voltage to the
filament.
Tips on 227 Tube
The heaters of the 227 tubes are diagrammed like the filaments of any other
tubes. The two terminals on the sockets
are marked H and H. The cathode, or
electron emitter, is shown schematically
as a hooked element over the heater, and
AS

Jack B. Kammer, 1531 Andrew St., Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Milton K. Browne, 1st Sgt. 2nd Batt. Hq. Co.,
10th Inf., N. Y. Nat'l. Guard, Binghamton, N.

Y.
E. T. Somerset, G -BRS 125, Inholmes Park, Burgess Hill, Sussex, Eng.
J. E. Wilkes, Forest Gate, Sask., Can.
Rufiro Ramirez, No. 1 Jose M. Fernandez St.,
Santurce, P. R.
Joseph Rowe, R. F. D. No. 3, Smithburg, Md.
Arthur J. Green, 700 Alpha St., Klondyke, Ohio.
Helmer Romness, R. F. D. No. 4, Zumbrota,

Minn.
Dr. Leo H. Neuman, 194 State St., Albany, N. Y.
Geo. H. Osgood, care Dole, Osgood & Co., Peabody, Mass.
D. D. A. Outcalt, Rt. 1, Box 715, Tacoma. Wash.
C. Burton, 40 Clermont Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. S. Perry, 18813 Sloane Ave., Lakewood, Ohio.
James L. Norris, Cor. F & 5th Sts., N.W., Washington, D. C.
C. H. Hoblitzel, 433 Bauer St., Hammond, Ind.
H. B. Bernert, 8718 Ridge Blvd., Apt. 6L, Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. S. Cooper, 714 Woodland St., Nashville. Tenn.
A. E. Blakeman, 1946 Clairmount Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
G. E. Hendrickson, Board of Education, Duluth,
Minn.
Chas. Haines, North Bend. B. C., Can.
F. E. Richter, care Chicago Lumber & Coal Co.,
Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Theo. B. Barnes, 308 Frederick Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
W. J. Kotera, care Radio KMMP, City Center,
Nebr.
Howard Weikel. 14 So. Anthracite St., Shamokin,
Pa.
Robt. J. On, 149 Rosemont Ave.. Coatesville, Pa.
C. L. Strope, 59 10th St.. Providence, R. I.
F. Forrest Soper, care Civil Service Commission,
435 City Hall. Cleveland, Ohio.
Wm. J. Maynard, 146 Mill St., Bennington. Vt.
H. M. Simons, care Merks Cigar Store, 1535 4th
Ave.. Seattle. Wash.
J. J. Buckalew, P. O. Box 95, Milford, Del.
Chas. J. Trual, R. F. D. No. 1, Beverly, N. J.
Chas. R. Eversfield, 517 Hamlin St., Watertown,
N. Y.
Carl R. Wittman, Corfu, N. Y.
R. W. Deck, 409 Center St., Sandusky, Ohio.
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LIST OF PARTS
For The Amplifier
Silver- Marshall power

transformer (S -M Cat. No. 330).
F -One 1 Ampere fuse, 110v.
Chl, Ch2--One Silver- Marshall Unichoke
(S -M. Cat. No. 331).

C22, C23, C24, C25- Aerovox
filter -buffer condenser block, Type No.
TH -862.
Ro-One Aerovox standard tapped Pyrohm resistor, type A (0,3,000, 2,800,
750. 750 ohms).
One standard sockets (4- prong).
One baseboard 34x18 inches.
One 280 tube.
One dynamic AC speaker.
C20. C21

on the socket is marked C or K. Grid
and plate are standard. The heater tubes
require five -spring sockets.
As there is no guiding pin on the base
of the tube, and usually none on the
socket, either, and as five prongs are to
be accommodated, some familiarity must
be gained in inserting these tubes or
you'll spend some awkward moments trying to fit them in place. An easy way
out is to learn the respective positions
of the terminal receptacles on the sockets.
These constitute a triangle between K,
G and P (cathode, grid and plate). The
apex of the triangle is G. See the pictorial diagram. So when you pick up a
227 tube, look at the prongs. Immediately
you can locate this apex of the equilateral
triangle. Put your finger on it. Your
eye will tell you then the G post of socket.
Insertion can then be made quickly and

Literature Wanted
HE names and addresses of readers of RADIO WORLD who
desire literature on parts and sets
from radio manufacturers, jobbers,
dealers and mail order houses are
published in RADIO WORLD on request of the reader. The blank at
bottom may be used, or a post card
or letter will do instead.
-I-

RADIO WORLD,
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
I desire to receive radio literature.
Name
Address
City or town

State
Leo M. Haas, 20 Alexander St., Framingham,
Mass.
J. S. Bosher, 301 E. Brookland Blvd., Richmond,
Va.
Sears, Colfax, Calif.
J.
J. Fleck, 1438 No. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
dison Leeds, care Ernest Beyer, 1623 Atlantic
Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
Radio Den, 1545 East 85th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Rex C. Pine, 1428 Vanburen St., Missoula, Mont.
John Cruite, 119 Cliffe St., Shelton, Conn.
O. Candy, 33 Chester Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can.
H. S. Livingston. Livingston, Wis.
Paul Garman, 2107 Wrocklage Ave.. Louisville,Ky.
J. J. Fleck, 1439 No. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

without error. The only error possible
is that you couldn't insert the tube.
Data on Parts
The layout of parts and the schematic
diagram give you sufficient information
so you will not require a blueprint. However, some extra information about the
parts will assist you.
All four coils are identical. The primary
has six turns, % -inch space is left, and then
48 turns are wound for the secondary. The
wire is No. 24 silk (single or double insulation) and the diameter 2%-inches.
The ends of the windings that adjoin go
to B plus and ground respectively.
The SM -331 choke is connected with
(1) to center tap of the 280 filament, 2
and 3 united, with C20 here, and 4 as the
rectifier's maximum output. On the SM
330 power transformer (1) and (2) represent the AC cable, already built in;
(3) and (4) are the 7% -volt winding and
(5) and (7) go to grid and plate posts of
rectifier socket. (8) is the frame and is
grounded and joined to (6). The voltage
across (5) and (6) is 300 volts, also across
(6) and (7), so (5) to (7) will read 600
volts AC. If the 7% -volt winding has no
center tap, provide one by putting a 10ohm center- tapped Clarostat "humdinger"
across posts (3) and (4) of the 330.
The condenser bank, Aerovox TH862,
has three high voltage condensers of 2
mfd. each (C20, C21, C22) and three of
medium voltage (C23, C24, C25). Connect
the black wire lead of the bank to B
minus and ground, the two blues (respectively to points (2) and (3) of the resistor Ro, the orange to point (4) ; red
to the center of Chl Ch2, and both browns
to (4) on Chl.
The Pyrohm resistor Ro has a resistance
of 7,300 ohms: The 750 -ohm end goes
to B minus in this circuit.
Melvin Olroyd, 902 S. Richard St., Joliet Ill.
1Vm. Ericson, 32 Stone St., Concord. N. H.
R. W. Myers, Box 60, Bay Roberts, Newfoundland.
G. T. Burch, 3710 Ridgecroft Rd., Gardenville,

Baltimore, Md.

B. Bachman, Box 187, Provo,

Utah.

N. M. Sutterfield, Prop. K. M. A. Barber Shop,

Rt. 2, Iowa Park. Tex.
Jos. Agoglia, 1462 2nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. J. McCrea, Bedford, Iowa.
J. D. Carmen, Magnolia, Md.
klbert Driver, 199 Collette St., New Bedford, Mass.
James C. Campbell, 903 Calif. Ave., Oakmont, Pa.
Edwin C. Watkins, 806 Cornelia St., Flint, Mich.
W. M. Lee, 159 W. River St.. Orange, Mass.
Curt Bowser, 219 Water St., Freeport Pa.
Frank M. Carter, P. 0. Box 15, Phoebus, Va.
Fred Gray, 26 Marten, Wadesboro, N. C.
Ralph Dyson, 4733 7th Ave., N.E., Seattle, Wash.
Frank Orcutt, 2108 W. Church St., Orlando, Fla.
A. J. Ruder, 6246 Lipton Way, Los Angeles, Calif.
Oscar Segal, 1210 S. Holman Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. J. C. Wallace, Southport, Conn.
A. M. Westover, 102 East Bell Ave., Altoona, Pa.
A. J. Bellar, 1112 W. Nebraska Ave., Peoria, Ill.
A. J. Bosseau, Box 161, Avella, Pa.
Clarence Parker, 2443 8th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Oscar Le Moine, 3018 Vernon St., Duluth, Minn.
E. Gourdeau, 6310 -A De Normanville St., Montreal, P. Q., Can.
Fred Frisch, 204 Hart St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Seth L. Worthing, 233 Montezuma St., Houghton,
Mich.
Dr. Jos. D. McGrath, 302 W. Jefferson St., Fort
Wayne, Ind.
F. I. Woltz, 160 Lincoln Rd., Phillipsburg, N. J.
Geo. R. Parker. 9719 Woodward Ave., N. E.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
W. R. Youmans, 815.5 6th St., Ironton. Ohio.
A. J. Tripp. 12282 Hartwell Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Gerard Desparlate, 1527 Gird St., Montreal, Que.
Can.
W. N. Wagar, 1851 Francis Ave., Troy, N. Y.
P. B. Sanford. Second Presbyterian Church, Grove
& Church Sts., Amsterdam, N. Y.
Geo. R. Furman, 21 W. 4th St.. Williamsport. Pa.
Gordon A. Francis, 430 4th St., N. E., Washington, D. C.
Allen Carter, 1742 Evansville Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Jos. S. Coral, Rt. 2, Box 35, Latrobe, Pa.
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Dynamic Impedances
How the Speaker Compares with Magnetic Type

By James H. Carroll
Contributing Editor
WHY are two coils needed in a dy-

namic speaker ? What is the function of the voice coil? What does the
field coil do? Why is it necessary to
have a step -down transformer between
the power tube and the voice coil in the
dynamic speaker? These are some of the
questions asked by fans who have dynamics who who are planning to get
them.
In all speakers it is necessary to have a
field and an armature. In magnetic and
dynamic speakers the field is magnetic.
It may be set up by a. permanent magnet
or by an electro- magnet. While in socalled magnetic speakers the field is usually set up by strong permanent magnets,
some of this type have been constructed
with electro- magnets. Also, while most
dynamic speakers are constructed with
electro- magnets, some have also been constructed with permanent magnets.
Only those speakers of either type
which employ electro- magnets need a field
winding. The difference between the permanent magnet and the electro- magnet is
simply in the type of core used. The
permanent magnet is made of steel which
retains magnetization put into the material by means of an electro- magnet. The
electro- magnet is made of iron or steel
which does not retain its magnetization.
In this type it is necessary to have a
current -carrying coil around the core to
maintain the magnetization.
In both the magnetic and the dynamic
speakers the motion of the armature is
due to an interaction between two magnetic fields, the steady field set up by the
permanent magnet or the electro- magnet,
and the field set up by the current in or
around the armature.
In the magnetic speaker the armature
coil carrying the signal is fixed. The
armature is a little electro- magnet which
alternates in polarity. In the dynamic the
armature is simply the voice coil which
is free to move. It, too, is an electromagnet, but its core is fixed and is a part
of the steady field core. The polarity of
this electro- magnet alternates also under
the influence of the voice current through
the moving coil.
Hence the essential difference between
a magnetic and a dynamic speaker is that
in one the armature core moves and its
coil is fixed, and in the other the coil
moves and the core is stationary.
Is Small Coil Essential

Why are dynamic speakers made with

a very small armature coil? Could not
this coil be made so large as to eliminate
the need of a step -down transformer? It
has been done. But if the moving coil
is made so large that its impedance
matches that of a power tube, it will be

very heavy. The speaker then would not
respond to high frequencies. And if it
were wound with very fine wire so that
it would be light, it would not carry the
current. It would burn out. Even if
the direct current were kept out of the
coil, it would not carry the voice current
without burning out, because there would
not be the necessary ventilation of the
turns.
So dynamic speakers are generally
made with a small voice coil requiring a
step -down transformer between the power
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FIG. 1
DIAGRAM OF A CROSS SECTION OF A DYNAMIC SPEAKER STRUCTURE,
SHOWING THE VOICE COIL, THE CORE AND THE FIELD COIL SPACE.

tube and the speaker. The transformer
automatically keeps the direct plate current out of the voice coil.
An important consideration is the proper matching of the speaker and the
tube. It may be shown that for maximum undistorted output the ratio of the
step -down transformer should be the
square root of the ratio 2R1/R2, where Rl
is the plate resistance of the power tube
and R2 the effective resistance of the
speaker. This does not mean the resistance of the speaker as measured with
DC methods, or with AC methods with
the speaker armature clamped down. It
means the resistance of the speaker
measured with AC methods while the
speaker is sounding normally.

Transformer Ratio
Suppose the tube used has an AC resistance of 1,800 ohms in the plate circuit, and that the effective resistance
of the speaker is 25 ohms. The above
ratio is then 3,600/25, the square root of
which is 12. This should be the ratio of
turns of the step -down transformer used.
The ratio 2R1 /R2 was derived on the
supposition that the primary resistance is
negligible in comparison with the plate
resistance of the tube and that the secondary winding resistance is negligible in
comparison with the effective resistance
of the speaker.
The effective resistance of the speaker
is not a definite quantity for it varies
with the frequency and with the position
of the speaker with respect to other objects in the room. Hence it is not possible to match the impedances for all frequencies. But there is a very simple way
of attaining the best adjustment.
There are output transformers available which have taps on the secondary
winding. By connecting the voice coil
across various taps a variation of the output will be obtained. That tap which

gives the loudest response combined with
the most pleasing tone should be used.
The output transformer which is found
in a dynamic speaker may not be the
best for the tube and speaker. If it is
desired to substitute another, all that is
necessary is to disconnect the voice coil
from the transformer built in and to connect them to the external transformer.
The voice coil leads are usually connected
directly to the cone where access to them
may be gained.
Built -In Filter

Practically all dynamic speakers also
have low pass filters built in to cut off
the high notes, that is, to reduce the tube
and battery noises and the excessive response of the speaker on the high notes.
The effect of this filter may not be the
best from the point of view of the user
of the loudspeaker. When the external
transformer is connected to the voice coil
in place of the built -in transformer, the
filter is disconnected also. It is then possible to try other filter combinations, or
no high frequency suppressor at all.
There are other reasons why an external transformer may improve the results. Some dynamic speakers have rather
small output transformers. They are not
built to carry the heavy primary currents
which will occur with high power output
tubes. When the core of the output
transformer is saturated, good quality is
impossible. If the external transformer
is used, one large enough to handle any
requirements may be selected. There is
no sense in building a high quality audio
amplifier only to have the quality ruined
in the output transformer.
Fig. 1 shows a cross section of a dynamic speaker. The shaded portion is
the space for the field coil and the white
portion is the core. The voice coil is
shown by dots in the narrow space between the N and S poles of the magnet.
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PARTS FOR
THE AC 4
Complete Kit of Parts for the AC4, less
eliminator
$36.75
Complete Kit of Parts for AC4, with
National B eliminator (180v.) including
280 tube
$54.75
Complete Kit of Parts for AC4, with
National B eliminator, 280 tube, cabinet,
three 227 tubes, one 171A tube and Table
Model Polo Speaker (nothing else to
$75.00
buy)
B

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street
New York City

Front and Subpanel
for the

AC4

Front panel, drilled for National Drum Dial,
volume control switch, and for "dummy".$2.35
Subpanel, 6x19" cut milk ladel shape, to permit room for B eliminator; 4 sockets built into
subpanel; other holes drilled
$3.65
SPECIAL: We carry National Velvet B
Get our
(type 3580) in stock, also 280 tube.
prices on these. Blueprint for AC4
$1.N

Cash in on this opportunity now!
A genuine Crosley Musicone, Tip Top Model, list price $37.50, yours
for $10 while they last! This mag-

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143

The problem of combining a handsome piece of furniture with an
excellelnt speaker is solved is the
Crosley Tip -Top Musicone.
This speaker -including stand and
baffle- stands 40" high. A thumbnut easily locks the baffle in place
on the stand.
Without loosening
the nut you may turn the baffle
to another angle. You can not tilt
the baffle forward and backward.
At rear is the cone proper, with
its apex. This Musicone should need
no adjusting, as it was carefully
adjusted before it left the Crosley
factory. A small opening in the
rear of the cone renders access to
the armature by insertion of a
screwdriver. Full directions for

netic speaker produces excellent
tone and will stand anything you've
got -even two 250 tubes in pushpull! Works well out of any final
audio tube, whether a power tube
or not
For only $10 you get a Crosley Tip Top, 9.4" diameter Musicone, solid
mahogany baffle, tri-foot stand, and
9 % -ft. cord, all in factory- sealed
carton, with instruction sheet and
written guaranty!
The front is a beautiful sight, the
bold grain of the sturdy mahogany catching the eye with
almost hypnotic appeal. The
finish is extra de luxe, a
high polish rubbed in by
expert hands. The gold -

W. 45th St., N. Y. City

I

COILS FOR THE NEW

AC 4
Two AC5 (for .0005 mfd.)
@ $1.50

each....$3.00

@ $1.75

each....

Two AO (for .00035 mfd.)

3.50

and

SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143 West 45th Street

black weave of

The 9% -ft. cord

the grille (at center)
blends exquisitely
with t h e master workmanship
of the baffle. The
edge of the baffle

N. Y. City

(Just East of Broadway)

emerges gracefully
at rear, from the
golden fold of the
turned -back flap of
the grille.
The shipping
weight is 9 lbs.

is scalloped.

FIVE

- DAY MONEY - BACK
GUARANTY ATTACHES TO
EACH PURCHASE

LACAULT'S BOOK

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.

"Super- Heterodyne Construction and Operation,"
giving the master's most masterful exposition
of the theory, performance and construction of
Shia fascinating type of circuit, is a necessity
to every serious radio experimenter. More than
100 pages and more than 50 illustrations. Buckram cover. This book by R. E. Lacault, FREE
it you send 51.00 for an S -weeks subscription
for Radio World. Present subscribers may accept
this offer. Subscription will be extended.
145 W. 45th St., N.Y. City
RADIO WORLD
Just East of B'way

adjustment are furnished
with each speaker for those
rare instances when adjustment is deemed advisable.

145

West 45th Street

New York, N. Y.

(Just East of Broadway)

RADIO WORLD, published every Wednesday, dated Saturday of same week, from publication office,
Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y., just east of Broadway. Roland Burke Hennessy, President; M. B. Hennessy, Vice -President; Herman Bernard, Secretary.
Roland Burke Hennessy, Editor; Herman Bernard, Managing Editor; J. E. Anderson, Technical Editor.

Quick Action Classified Ads
Radio World's Speedy Medium for Enterprise and Sales
10

cents a word

AGENTS AND SALESMEN WANTED
V5.0í1 Men's Daily Necessity for 50c. Cost
quantities 20c. Sample postpaid 30c. Catalog
hundreds household articles free. Mills Sales Co.,
901 Broadway, New York.
Sell

RADIOLA IS AC.- All -electric special $70. Radida 100 A speaker, special $21. Act quick.
Offer limited. A. S. Cooke, 1304 Pacific Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

ORIGINAL BALDWIN PHONES, tested and
guaranteed, á3.65, postpaid, Blan, the Radio
Man, 89 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

-

10

words minimum

-

Cash with Order

AMAZING! NEW! Wandertone, connects between speaker and set. Gives you that rich,
vibrant, mellow tone. Practically eliminates hum,
static and other noises. $2.00 postpaid. Literature on request. Wondertone Mfg. Co., 311
Gratiot, Detroit, Mich.

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES, by Moyer and
Wostrel, first edition just off the press. No radio
service man, experimenter or student of radio
should be without this authoritative book on the
principles and applications of vacuum tubes. It
answers all your questions relating to receiving,
amplifying and rectifying tubes. Price postpaid,
$2.50 Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., New Yo.k.

WEEKLY. Easy. Address cards at home.
Spare time. Experience unnecessary. Everything
furnished. Particulars free. Write today. Rol Kel Company. Dept. F., Greenfield, Ohio.
$25 -$35

ARTISTS and Art Students are printing 250
signs or pictures an hour without machinery.
Sample and particulars 10c. Straco, 1014 Mulberry, Springfield, Ohio.

RADIOS FOR SALE
RADIO FANS -Would you like to purchase the
latest electric Coast to Coast Screen Grid Radio
for less than the cost of a battery set? If so
address Economy Sales Co., Pa. Ave. Sta., Wash.,
D. C.
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SOCKET WRENCH

CONE
ASSEMBLY

F
R
E
E

WITH DOUBLE
MAGNET UNIT

$6.00

An excellent magnetic type speaker for installation in any cabinet. The unit is a double- magnet
Paratone, with two magnet coils, for utmost
sensitivity. Each horseshoe magnet is %" thick.
The magnet coils are forever protected against
dust and other foreign, injurious substances, by
special bakelite housings. The pin is reverse
drive. The cone frame is metal. The 9" cone
is specially treated buckram.
All assembled, with long cord, ready
to play, Shipping weight 6 lbs.
(Cat. CAS) Net

The unit alone (cord included). It
will operate any type sounding surface, including paper, cloth, wood, etc.
Shipping weight 4 lbs. (Cat. UA)
Net

.00
A
q$3
.50

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145

West 45th St., New York City

BUILD

A 36 -INCH

CONE-LOWEST COST
FOR FINEST TONE!

24" KIT, SAME PRICE.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET
Just East

N. Y. City

of Broadway

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
for the New, Highly Selective

SCREEN GRID
DIAMOND
(Four -Tube Battery Model)
Specified by

Herman Bernard

s29.00
Net

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145

West 45th Street
New York City

Just East of Broadway

_:

.

able only from dozens of
scattered sources.

l

BOOK

IS

/s" THICK.

2n

Each rule. fact. method.
plan, layout and diagram
is instantly picked out
and separated from every thing else by placing all

WEIGHS 5% LBS.. 1.1125
ILLUSTRATIONS.
subjects

WEST 45TH ST., N. Y. CITY

aaaaaaaaaas5555

ble name
classed.

under

Screen Grid DIAMOND
(AC MODEL)

a$1e00
RADIO WORLD
145

West 45th Street
New York City
Few Doors East of Broadway

Twice

In

alphabetical

order with cross references for every imaginawhich the Information might be

This alphabetical arrangement lets the experienced
worker refer directly to the one thing in which he
1s interested at the moment without hunting through
sea- uaentiala. The needs of the beginner are eared
for.

The important articles deal primarily with receivers
and reception. They do not stop with the electrical
end, but go also into the mechanics of construction.
Every new thing In radio is covered in detail.
1,680 Alphabetical Headings from A -battery to
Zero Beat
Diagrams. Layouts and Graphs
920 Pages. Each 6 by 9 Inches
240 Combinations for Receiver Layeuth

1,025 Illustrations.

OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES

159 Concern service men, 129 help the set builder.
192 help the experimenter, 155 Interest the student.
75 assist In sales work, 73 Interest set owners.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 W. 45th St.. New York, N. Y. (Just E. of B'way)
Gentlemen: Please mail me at once the new (second) edition of "Drake's Radio Cyclopedia." by
Harold P. Manly, Just published. with all the latest
technical information in it. I will pay the postman
86.00 plus a few cents extra for postage. If I am
not delighted, I may return the book In five days and
you will promptly refund my purchase money.

Name
Address
City

BLUEPRINT of the
New, Highly Selective

5

State

-DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY!

DYNAMIC BAFFLE
Completely built

naml ghouls.

up, fer

any

typo

sr-

State what make dynamis
buk.

you want It far. Cane sides, open
Oe luxe finish. Size. 24x24 lashes.

i

1

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
I

45

West 45th

Street. New York

City

as Much for Your Money!

Send $6.00 for one year's mail subscription for RADIO
WORLD (52 numbers, one each week), and you will be
given one full year's subscription for any one of the following six magazines:
Radio News (monthly)
Science and Invention (monthy)
Radio, San Francisco (monthly)

Radio Engineering (monthly)
Youth's Companion (weekly)
Boys' Life (monthly)

N NW

SPECIAL

TWO- FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE

COUPON

RADIO WORLD. 145 West 45th Street. New York City (Just East if Broadway):
Enclosed please find 80.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD each week for one year, 52 numbers,
and also and me, without carta cost, for one year ONE of the following magazines as indicated:
RADIO NEWS
RADIO ENGINEERING
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
YOUTH'S COMPANION

RADIO (San Francisco)

Exactly as

structers, of experimenters, students, salesmen
and operators of receiving
equipment and to allow
all these to have instant
access to the information
they want. The author,
Harold P. Manly, has
collected and translated
into plain English the
materiel formerly obtain-
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with 5 -ff. cord
Designed Front Shah
Plain Rear Sheet
Radio Cement
Mounting Bracket
Apex
Chuck

Build the speaker. it not overjoyed at
results, return the built -up speaker hi five
gays and get ALL your we uey back!

has been developed to
answer the Questions of
service men, custom set
builders and home con-

Jlïs"iIIL

RADIO WORLD

NEW
POWERTONE
UNIT

Nut
Tri -Foot Pedestal
Instruction Sheet
ALL FOR ONLY

DRAKE'S RADIO
CYCLOPEDIA
(New Edition)

Push out control lever with knob (as at left)
and put wrench on nut Push down on handle
only (at right), then turn nut left or right.
TINE of the handiest tools for
custom set
V builder, service man or home constructor
:a a BERNARD socket wrench.
It consists of a 6.A" long metal tubing In
which is a plunger, controlled by a knob.
The plunger has a gripping terminal (called a
socket, hence the name "socket wrench ") that
may be expanded or contracted to fit 6/32,
8/32 and 10/32 nuts, the most popular sized
nuts in radio.
Use the knob to push out the plunger, press
down on the handle to grip the nut, then turn
the nut to left for removal or to right for fastening down. Total length, distended, including
stained wooden handle, 10". Geta nicely into
tight places. Send El for 8 weeks' mail subscription for RADIO WORLD and get this
wrench FREE.
No other premium with this offer. Present
subscriber may extend subscription by stating
he is one, and entitle himself to this FREE
premium, making $1 remittance.
145

YOU MUST GET
THIS BOOK!

BOYS' LIFE

cross In the proper square above. Fill eut coupon and send $6.00. If you are
subaeriber
WORLD or for the other magazine you select, or both, cheek oil squares below. a' left.]
RADIO WORLD
may renew under
Name
If renewing. put
a cress hors
Street Address
If renewing ter the ether
mauls' you select, pot a
w on here
D.
City
State

[Put
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Present
subscribers
this offer.

.
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Unit

ALL acoustical and radio engineers agree that
the balanced armature type of loudspeaker

most faithful of all magnetic units. But it is only in the HBH
unit that superior designing skill, scrupulous care in the
selection of the best materials, and extreme accuracy of manufacture have been combined and co- ordinated so as to bring out
all the possibilities of the principle of the balanced type unit.
Any magnetic speaker requires a strong permanent magnet for Its
operation. The strength of the HBH unit is assured by the use of
long magnet of large cross- section, made of specially selected, high
coercive -force steel, forged under the lowest heat possible, scientifically
. empered Lu oil and aged.
The making of a permanent magnet requires
highly specialized
skill. It must be forged, cut and tempered with as few heatings as
possible. and no heating must exceed a certain temperature if the
magnet is to retain its strength and permanence.
Another Important
feature of the magnet which enhances its strength and permanence is
that NO HOLES ARE CUT IN IT. The magnet is one solid piece of
steel and the pole pieces are clamped firmly to the steel by screws in
the die cast harness holding the pole pieces and the armature.
The sensitivity and efficiency of the unit are enhanced by the use
of laminated, properly tapered silicon steel pole pieces.
Eddy current
losses are thus reduced to
vanishing minimum and all the force le
concentrated on the ends of the armature.
The armature itself Is made of carefully annealed soft iron. thus
eliminating any residual magnetization and reducing eddy currents and
hysteresis losses to a very small percentage of the energy involved in
the operation of the unit. The armature is made short and heavy to
enhance Its effectiveness in translating electro- magnetic energy Into sound.

Nobody ever returned an IIBH unit because of dissatisfaction
with its performance! It stands up and delivers and continues
to deliver. You can put 150 volts right through the magnet
coils, steadily, without danger of the coil breaking. You don't
need any extra power to operate this unit-as you do with
dynamics -but get full efficiency at lowest cost and greatest
economy.
Put this unit in your cone or cloth speaker in place of the
unit now there and marvel at the difference! You will then
recognize the technical superiority of this unit in ternis of tone
value and volume. It produces so much more volume than
most other units that it makes distant stations sound like locals.
Order a unit today! Send $4.00. Try the unit ten days.
If not overjoyed, return it for full refund. Otherwise take 9u
days to pay the extra $1.95.

money back guaranty!

90 days to pay in full!

Blueprint of the

Powertone
Cane or Cloth Diaphragm Speaker

Unit
With 5 -foot cord, less bracket,
apex, chuck and nut. Cat. PA.

unit is the best, the most sensitive and the

10 -day

New

New Moulded tri-foot bracket, fits Powertone,
Polo, B.B.L., Brielle, Paratone and other units.
9Se
Cat. BA
Apex, Thumbscrew and Chuck. Cat. AA
ills
(Note: Cat. AA not sold alone.)

You Cannot Buy a Better Unit
at Anywhere Near This Price!
Powertone Unit, that drives any
similar type speaker, is an extremely
sensitive and faithful reproducer.
The magnet
coil (the black ring under the pin in illustration)
is wound to higher impedance than is ordinarily
encountered. Volume is greater. The unit has
Che 1929 Model

cone or

on

The HBH Unit, representing the
most skillful and sturdiest magnetic
unit design. Mfgd, under BBL
License.
Price
$5.95
Moulded bracket (extra)
95e
Guaranty Radio Goods C.,
145 West 45th St..
N. Y. City (Just East of Broadway)

Please ship one HBH Unit only on

10 -day money -back guaranty; at $4.00
down, balance of $1.95 to 90 days.
unless I return the unit in 10 days for
full refund of $4.00.

['Please ship moulded bracket
85c.

also at

adjustable armature.

Guaranty Radia Seeds Ce.
145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City
(Just Baut of Broadway)
Please mail me at onee C.O.D. ((beck off).
O One Powertone Unit alone, Cat. PA. Q $9.00.
O One Tri-foot Bracket, Cat. BA @ 65e.
O One Apex, one Chuck, one Thumbscrew, Cat. Al
10e.

Sams
Address

Stat

City

"BRUNO" COILS
Wound on quartzite glass;
low -loss construction; high
gain per stage.

Name
Address

City

State

AC Diamond

BUILD this 4_tube receiver, using one 222 tube, two 227 and one 112A
(or 171A), and enjoy tone quality, selectivity and ease of control.
The official blueprint gives the picture diagram life size, both top and
bottom views; also schematic diagram and list of parts. You can use your
present B eliminator externally, but the filament trasformer is a part of the
circuit.

Enjoy the convenience of AC
operation, and still have just
as selective and sensitive receiver, by building the AC
Diamond. If you have 110 volt, 50 to 60 cycle AC house
current, then this is the
circuit for you. Fine performance. No hum.

I

99RF

$2.50

Radio World, 145 W. 45 St., N. Y. City (Just East of Broadway)
O Inclosed please find $1.00 for which send at once official blueprint of the 4 -tube AC Diamond.
30e for the March 23d and 30th issues (1929) describing this

O 23.00 for 6 months subscription for Radio World.
print and two AC Diamond issues FREE.

NAME
ADDRESS
I CITY

99

TUNER

$3.75

99RF is useful as an antenna coil where
high selectivity is desired and as an inter stage coupler for all tubes, battery or
AC, except screen grid tubes. Tunes with
.0005 mid. only.
99 Tuner is a three -circuit coil for any
standard circuit using a rotatable winding.
Tunes with .0005 mid. only.

circuit.

Send blue-

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145

STATE

PLUG AND CABLE for any SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
May also be used as a 5 -Lead Battery Cable and Plug, in conjunction
with a 5 -prong (AC227) socket.

$3.0 0

Handiest thing for ANY short -wave adapter.
Put detector tube of your present set in
socket of any short-wave adapter you
build, put plug in detector socket of your
broadcast receiver. Cable
34 ". Leads identified both
by color scheme and tags
S -prong
plug and 5 -lead
cable for AC
short wave
adapter. May
be used as
S

- lead

tery

BLACK

GREEN
YELLOW

plug
UY

bat-

cable
with

(Cat.

socket
No.

21AC)

-prong extra
plug only
necessary addition to
$

other for battery shortwave adapter (Cat. No.
21 -BAT) $0.50.
Cat. No. 21AC and 21 -BAT

ordered together

$1.75.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.

West 45th Street, New York City

SUBSCRIBERS!
Look at the Expiration
Date on Your

Wrapper
Please look at the subscription
date stamped on your last wrapper,

that date indicates that your
subscription is about to expire,
please send remittance to cover
your renewal.
In this way you will get your
copies without interruption and
keep your file complete.
and if

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

WEST 45TH STREET
New York City
Just East of Broadway
145
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DIAMOND

Pair

THE newest and most scientifically
accurate and practical pick -up on the
Plays records through a
market.
.
radio receiver with amazing fidelity and
and with a tone quality
naturalness
never before equalled. Easily attached
switches instantly from radio to records
absolutely trouble -free. Hear one. At
.

.

-

$1.50

ACS

Highly selective antenna coil for any circuit, and interstage ooil for AC circuits.
Step -up ratio, 1 -to -8. Tunes with .0015
mfd.
Model AC3, for

.00035

--

good radio shops everywhere.
and $25.

mfd..... ....... $1.75

rubber hearings to wear
out and cause variation, perNo

fectly balanced
tone arm,
hinged head for easy insertion of needle and special
36% English cobalt magnets
--are a few Phonovox advantages.

$12, $15

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC.,
New York

Seventh Avenue

91

Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for Over

20

Years

Manufacturing Licensee for Great Britain and Ireland: Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, England
Licensee for Canada: White Radio Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

New Diamond
(AC or Battery Model)

$2.75

SGT5

Tuner to work out of a screen grid tube.
The large primary is fixed and is connected in the plate circuit of the screen
grid tube. Tunes with .0005 mfd.
Model SGT3, for

.00035

mfd

$3.11

UNIVERSAL

Pair

$3.00

TP5

Interstage coupler to work out of a screen
grid tube, where the primary in the plate
circuit is tuned, the secondary, in the next
grid circuit, untuned. Tunes with .0005.
sus
Model TP3, for .00035 mfd

RFS

$1 5o

.

Excellently selective antenna coil for any
circuit. and interstage coil for any battery
operated receiver, excepting output of
screen grid tube. Tunes with .0005 mfd.
$1.75
Model RF3, for .00035 mfd

PARTS FOR THE AC DIAMOND
CA, CG. Cr -Three termer .0005 mfd. mica fixed
$0.75
condensera, moulded, @ .25
C3, C4, C8 -Three Aerovox 008 mfd. mica fixed

condensers, moulded, @ 50
CO-Two Aerosol .02 mfd. mica fixed condensers, moulded, @ $1.00
C10 -One Aerovox 4 mfd. condenser
Cl -One Hammarlund Equalizer, 70 mfd
C2, C5-One Hammarlund Midline double condenser, each section .0005 mfd. (MLD23)
Rl, SW-One Electrad Royalty volume control
(0 5,000 ohms) with 110 -volt Hart k Hegeman
AC switch built in
R2-One Electrad 900 -ohm resistance strip (grid
supDreasor type)
R3 -One Lynch 50,000 -ohm resistor, with clips...
R4 -One Electrad 2.000 -ohm resistance stub
R5-One Electrad 2,000 -ohm type B resistor (B24)
Tl, T2 -Two National A100 audio frequency transformers @ $5.70
T3-One filament transformer; one winding 2.5 volts
at 9 amperes or more, one winding 2.5 volts at
3.5 amperes or more, one winding 5 volte at 2
amperes or more (merchandised by Guaranty Radio Goods Co.)
PL-One Yazley pilot light bracket with green Jewel
and lamp
speaker -f-, four binding
Ant., ground, speaker
posta @ .10
One roll Brafdite wire
One 7 z 21 -inch front panel
One 10 x 20 -inch official AC Diamond aluminum
subpanel, self- bracketing, with three five -prong
sockets and one tour -prong socket built in
Front and subpanel together
Porcelain AC socket, screw plug 3 -way plug, cable
(lamp cord) and wall plug
C6,

-,

One dial
Two knobs

(one for

1.50

2.80
2.50
.40
8.00
1.58

.20

.20

for the New, Highly Selective

SG Diamond

Battery or AC Model (specify which)
The best appearance of the New Diamond of the
Air results from using the official aluminum subpanel, 10 x 20 inches, with the four sockets built
in, and with self -bracketing front. Hardware and
insulating washers supplied with each sub- panel.
The aluminum sub -panel is exactly the same as
the one used in the laboratory models of the
battery operated and the AC Screen Grid Diamonds. Holes are drilled for mounting parts, but
as this aluminum drills like bakelite you can
drill any boles you want.
1

RADIO WORLD,

.55
.40
.30
2.35

3.25
5.25
.75
.90
.40
.50

PARTS FOR BATTERY MODEL DIAMOND
C1-- Aerovox .0005 moulded fixed

C2- Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Midline
C3, C4-Two Aerovox moulded .008 mfd. @ .50 ea
C5- Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Midline
C6- Aerovox .00025 moulded fixed with clips
C7- Aerovox .0005 moulded fixed
Al -622 Amperite with mount
A2, A3, A4 -Three IA Amporites, three mounts

.25
1.00

3.30
.30
.25

Two knobs @ .20

$1 75

Conductively coupled antenna coil, for maximum pickup, where selectivity is not the main
Continuous winding in two
consideration.
Tunes with 0005 mfd.
colors
$2.00
Model A3, for .00035 mfd
Sereen Grid Coll Co..

143 W.

45th St.. N. Y. City

Name

.85

Address
I

State

City

-

bracketing, with four sockets affixed;
hardware, insulated bushings, washers
Front panel and subpanel together
Two dials with pointers

AS

of Broadway)

3.30

2.55
.85
1.00
RI -50 -ohm Frost rheostat
.40
R2- 5 -meg. Lynch metallized leak
TI, T2 -Two National A100 audios @ $5.70 ea.... 11.40
.40
Sp. -4- Doste @ .10 ea
Ant, God., Sp.
Yazley Jewel window bracket .35 with pilot lamp
.55
.20
.35
Sw- Yazley No. 10 A battery switch
2.35
front panel
7 z 21 -inch
10 z 20 -inch official battery Diamond subpanel, self -

Pl-

W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

Enclosed please find $3.00 for which please send
one aluminum subpanel 10x20" for the new battery
model 4 -tube SG Diamond of the Air, with sockets
built in, and with self- bracketing front and side and
rear supports; also send hardware and insulating
washers.
Enclosed please find $2.35 for which please send
7x21" drilled Bakelite front panel for the new battery model Diamond.
Enclosed please find $3.25 for the 10x20" aluminum
subpanel, etc., for the new AC Screen Grid Diamond.
D Enclosed please find $2.35 for the 7221" drilled
Bakelite front panel for the new AC Screen Grid
Diamond.
Enclosed please find $5.00 for both the aluminum
subpanel, etc., and the drilled Bakelite front panel
of the battery model.
Enclosed please find $5.25 for both the aluminum
subpanel, etc., and the drilled Bakelite front panel
of the AC model.

8.00

@

145

(Just East

11.40

tickler, the other for volume

control) @ .20.
Note: The optional condenser, CR, 1, .006 mfd.

Aluminum Subpanel

subpanel

One roll stranded Braidite
Hammarlund 70 mmfd. Equalizer
Four Kelly tubes: one 222, two 201A, one 112A or
171A

5.00
5.00
2.00
.40
.30
40

7.00

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
WEST 45th STREET
(Just East of Broadway)
NEW YORK CITY

TUBES
KELLY
Prescribed for the
Screen Grid Diamond
One screen grid 422
Two 410A at $1.00 each
One 412A (for 135 volta)
or One 471A (for 180 volts)

$3.51

LM
LM
L81

Bend $7.50 for set of four tubes for this resolver.
Specify whether power tube wanted Is 412A or 471 A

KELLY TUBE COMPANY

145

57

Dey Street
New York City
10 -Day Money-Bach Guarantee
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Westinghouse VOLT.METER
0.150

;

Double range direct current meter, 0.7%
volts legible to 4 volt, and 0.150 volts,
legible to 5 volts. The d'Arsonval Movement (dynamic principle) is used. Resistance is about 100 ohms per volt. A mirror
strip, for observing the needle so as to hide
its own reflection, facilitates closest reading, in conjunction with knife -edge. End stops are built in. So is a zero corrector.
The casing is moulded bakelite. The meter
is illustrated full size. At rear are three
posts -the common minus and the two
positive posts. A connecting cable is furnished with each meter, lugs at one end,
tip plugs at other. Send $6 for year's
subscription for Radio World (52 numbers)
and get this genuine Westinghouse table

flp

VOLT

model meter FREE! Present subscribers
may renew under this offer by stating

subscription expiration date and enclosing

This beautiful Westinghouse meter given FREE!

METERS
For Portable or Panel Use

FREE:

+...' ^n á
Go

Individual

Read generous offer)

Filament
Transformer

High resistance 0 -300 Voltmeter,
accurate to 1%.
Measures any
DC voltage to 300, including B
eliminators. Provided with 30"
cord, with luxurious Jack tips and
banger
Meter full nickel de
lure finish. No. 340F.
No. 347F, same as above. but

!d
0

C

O

J
e=

-500 volts,

51.00

POCKET AND PORTABLE

Radio World, 145 W. 45th St.
New York City

0 -600 V. AC and DC
High Resistance Meter
Same Meter Reads Both AC and DC
Accurate to 1 per cent.

VOLTMETERS
No. 8 -For testing A batteries dry or storage.
0 -8
volte DC scale
51.00
No. 10-For testing A batteries, dry or storage
0 -10 volte DC scale
1.00
No. 13 -For testing A batteries, dry or stor1.00
age, 0 -16 volte DC egale
No. 50-For testing H batteries, dry or storage, but not for B eliminators, 0 -58 volts
1.01
DC scale
Na 89 -Fer testing B batteries, dry or storage but not for B eliminators. 0 -100 volts
1.25
DC scale
No. 40 -For testing A and B batteries. dry
or storage. but not for B eliminators: double
1.75
reading. 0 -S volts and 0.100 volte DC scale
No. 42 -Far testing B batteries. dry or storage. but net for B eliminators: 0 -150 volta
DC scale

348 -For testing AC current supply line
portable. 0 -150 volte
PANEL AC VOLTMETERS
(Panel meten take 2 -5/64" hole)
No. 351 -For reading 0 -15 volte AC
No. 852-For reading 0-10 volts AC
volte AC
No. 353 -For reading 0 -8
(See No. 348 under 'Pocket and Portable
Voltmeters "i
No.

1.50

4.00

52.25

2.25

2.25

PANEL VOLTMETERS
volts, $1.00
reading DC voltages. 0 -8
reading DC voltages, 0 -10 volts, 1.00
No.
reeding DC voltages. 6 -16 volte, 1.00
veste, 1.00
reading DC voltages, 0 -6
No.
No.
reading DC voltages. 5 -50 volta, 1.00
No.
reading DC voltages. 0 -100 velte, L25
No.
reading DC voltages, 0 -1S0 volts, 2.25
reading DC voltages, double readNo.
1.51
ing, 1 -8 volts, 0 -100 volts
VOLTAMMETERS
No. 18 -For testing amperage of dry eel A
batteries and voltage of dry or storage A
batteries, double reading, 0 -8 volts. and
0 -40 amperes DC
$1.25
No. 35-For testing amperage of dry cell A
batteries and voltage of B batteries (not B
eliminators); double reading, 0 -50 volts. 0 -40
1.50
amperes DC
PANEL MILLIAMMETERS
No. 311 -For reading 0 -lo milliamperes DC 51.75
1.50
No. 395 -For reading 0 -20 and 0 -100 ma. DC

-For
-For
316 -For
328 -For
337 -For
339 -For
342 -For
840 -For

No. 335
No. 810

The O -sol volt AC and DC meter (Cat. No. 0N),
with 3 -ft. cord, de luxe tips and hanger $7.00.

The heater type tube draws 1.75 ampere at 2.5
volts. If several such tubes are used a heavy duty filament transformer is necessary. The top
2.5 -volt winding of this filament transformer
easily carries NINE AMPERES, or enough current for five heater type tubes. The bottom 2.5volt winding stands four amperes, or enough
current to heat TWO MORE such tubes, a total
The power tube, if of the
of SEVEN TUBES!
5 -volt type, may be heated from the 5 -volt central winding. 5 -volt power tubes in push -pull
may be heated from this winding.
All three windings are tapped at the exact
electrical center. This precision location, made
with the aid of an impedance bridge, accounts for
absence of hum otherwise caused by the last tube
when heated directly with AC. The heater type
tubes are indirectly heated by AC, since the
filament that glows is fed by AC but communicates heat to the cathode or electron emitter.
The heater type tube is represented by the 227,
excellent as radio amplifier and audio amplifier,
and the exclusive type of AC detector tube. Also
the new AC screen grid tubes, with the same
filament voltage and current, are of the heater
type.
The transformer is beautifully finished in
crackled glossy black, with bakelite front, and
comes equipped with 52 -inch AC cable with plug.
Six riveted mounting holes for baseboard or
subpauel. Size, 3% in high, 2% in. wide, 3 in.
deep. Shipping weight, 6 lbs.
Cat. F226A, for
AC, Net Price

50 -to -60

cycles,

105 -to -120

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145 West 45th St.
N. Y. City

volts
$6,00

THE

output voltages of all B eliminators, the voltages
of all B batteries, as well as the bouse current line
voltage, whether AC or DC, and the voltage across power
transformer secondaries, can be accurately measured by
this meter. The full scale is 0 -600 volts, and this same
Since it is s high
meter measures both AC and DC.
resistance meter, of extraordinary range, and leanta to
1% plus or minus, it le advisable to get this meter for
your testing purposes, since it is like two meters in
-AC and DC. You can find trouble more quietly
power transformer secondWithout it you can't tell if
10 -day money -back guaranty
ary is delivering voltage.

a

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, N Y. City.
(Just East of Broadway)
Pisan ship at once one 0 -600 volte AC and DC high
resistance voltmeter, accurate to 1% plus or minus (Cat
No. 600); meter equipped with 8 -fis cord, moulded tip
receptacles, tips and banger.
[Put noes in proper square below.]
$7.00 enclosed
I will Day postman $7.00 plus
postage

cents extra

few

ter

VOLTAGE REGULATOR

218-For preventing excess voltage on the
filament and cathode of AC tubes, by compensating for excess line voltage
$5.00
POCKET AMMETER
No. 1-For testing dry cells, 0 -50 ampere DC
S .71
scale pocket meter
No.

Immediate Shipment
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO..
145 West 45th Street, New York City.
lust East of Broadway
Send me Me following individual meters (quantity in

square):

Cat. Ne.
Cat. Ns.

Cat. No.

Cat. Ne.

Cat. No.

CaL No.

NAME

ADDRESS
Name

STATE
CITY
TEN-DAY MONEY -BACK ABSOLUTE GUARANTY'

Address

State

City

A COMPLETE

THE RESEARCH

CATALOG
containing detailed information on condensers and resistors may
be had free on request.

will keep you abreast
of developments in
radio. It may be had

WORKER

\ BUILT BETTER

CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

74'

2

Washington St., Bklyn., N. Y.

free on request.

RADIO WORLD
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New Style DeLuxe Leatherette Carrying Case FREE
with each Jiffy Tester!

i

r

This combination of meters tests all standard tubes, including the new AC screen grid tubes and the
new 245 tube, making thirteen tests in 41/2 minutes ! Instruction sheet gives these tests in detail.
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when you possess a combination Jiffy
Tester, for then you can measure the filament and
plate voltages of all standard tubes, including AC
tubes, and all standard battery -operated or AC screen grid
tubes; also plate voltages up to 500 volts on a high resistance meter that is 99% accurate; also plate current.
The Jiffy Tester consists of a 0.20, 0.100 milliammeter, with changeover switch and a 0 -10 volt AC and DC voltmeter (same meter reads
both), with two sockets, one for 5- prong, the other for 4 -prong tubes;
a grid bias switch and two binding posts to which are attached
the cords of the high resistance voltmeter; also built -in cable with 5prong plug and 4 -prong adapter, so that connections in a receiver are
transferred to the Tester automatically. Not only can you test tubes,
but also opens or shorts in a receiver, continuity, bias, oscillation, etc.

The instruction sheet tells all about these tests.
In addition you can test screen grid tubes by connecting a special
cable, with clip to control grid (cap of tube) and other end of special
cable to the clip in the set that went to the cap before the tube was
transferred to the tester.
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THE

new carrying case, which is
furnished FREE with each order
for a Combination Jiffy Tester, contains
the entire outfit, including the three meters,
cable and plug, and three adapters (one for 4prong tubes, two for 199 tubes). This case is 10;4x
7
x3%" and has nickel corner pieces and protective
snap lock. The case is made of strong wood,
with black leatherette overlay.
To operate, remove a tube from the receiver, place
the cable plug
in the vacant receiver socket, put the tube
in the proper socket of
the Tester, connect the high resistance meter to
the two binding posts,
and you're all set to make the thirteen vital tests
in 4
minutes!
The Combination Jiffy Tester is just the thing for
service
men, custom set builders, experimenters, students, teachers
and factories. Order
"Jiffy 500." The price is
only $14.50.

If a 0 -600 AC and DC high resistance meter (99%
accurate) is
desired, so house electricity line voltage and power
transformer voltages
can be measured, as well as plate voltage, instead
of
the
0.500 DC
voltmeter, order "Jiffy

_---------------------------

600" at $15.50.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO., 145 W. 45 St., N. Y. City. (Just East of Broadway).
Please ship at once on 5 -day money -back guaranty one "Jiffy 500," at $14.50, consisting of
(1) One Two -in -One 0 to 10 voltmeter for AC and DC. Same meter reads both. Scale
especially legible at 1% to 7V, volts. This meter reads the AC and DC filament voltages.
(2) One DOUBLE reading DC milliammeter, 0 to 20 and 0 to 100 milliamperes, with changeover switch. This reads plate current.
(3) One 0 -500 volts high resistance voltmeter, 99% accurate; with tipped 30" cord to measure
B voltages.
(4) One 5 -prong plug with 30" cord for AC detector tubes, etc., and one 4 -prong adapter for
other tubes.
(5) One grid switch to change bias.
(9) One handsome moire metal case.
(6) One 5 -prong socket.
(10) One instruction sheet.
(7) One 4 -prong socket.
(11) One de luxe carrying case.
(8) Two binding posts.
(12) One screen grid special cable.
If 0.300 DC high resistance 99% accurate voltmeter is preferred to 0-500, put check here.
Price is same, $14.50.
Same as above, except substitute a 0 -600 -volt AC and DC high resistance 99% accurate
voltmeter (same meter reads both) for the 0 -500 DC meter. Price $15.50.

NAME
ADDRESS

QTY

STATE

FIVE -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY

The new de luxe leatherette carrying cale is
compact and handy. Size 10%" long, 7%
wide, 3W' deep.
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Choose Your Speaker from This Complete Array!
EXPONENTIAL
TYPE HORNS

Modern acoustical science is striving to equal the
performance of a large air column horn with
powerful unit, while the horn enjoys its rightful
the
The
popularity with trained
hence
the s.
we offer two models:
one with 7% ft. tone
travel, the other (where
space permite) with 10 ft.
The matone travel.
terial used is patented
Racon. Nozzle is standrd size.

rh

Cat. 200
$7.50 Net

Driving motor, the
unit
seeded to work the str column
horns. Standard size thread.
Prise, $3.54 sat.
CM. 108.

Front,

This horn has a 92 -inch air column. No resonance pests.
Weight, 5 lbs.
18 ":18 ". Depth, 181/2".

Cat. 300
$10.50 Net
The larger horn is preferable, where space permits.
Front, 18 ":18 ". Depth, 13 ". Weight, 7 lbs.

Air column, 120 ".

DYNAMIC
CHASSES
and Baffle

Cat. 110 A.C.; Price, $20.50 Net

The dynamic speaker is the
most popular one by far, and
here is your opportunity to
get a real fine chassis at a
low price.
Cat. 110 A.C.
operates directly from the
110 -volt A.C. (alternating current) lamp socket, to which
built -in plug is connected,
while the tipped cords go to
your receiver output. Dry
rectifier and output transformer built in this model.
Those whose place is wired with
110 -volt D.C. (direct current) should
use Cat. 110 D.C. @ $17.50 net.
Those who have no electricity
should use the model that works
from a 6 -volt storage battery.
Cat. 6 D.C. @ $14.75 net.
At left is illustrated an 18 ":18"
baffle, Cat. 111, with cane sides and
top, for any dynamic speaker.
Specify speaker.
Walnut 5 ply
veneer. Price $11.00 net.

New Model Polo Speaker, with
floe -ply veneer walnut housing,

moulded, decorated metal front
piece, and containing Polo Twin
Magnet Unit and Textile Cone.
All
ready to play.
Stands 110 volta withWill
filtering.
out
work fine from any output tube, from 201A to
a pair
of push -pull
250s, without rattling.

Cat. 113
Price, $1350 Net

Cat. 111; Price, 11.00 Net
Cat. 110 A. C., shown inside,

$20.50

extra.

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)
Please send me at ones on 5 -day money -back 'guarantee
the following (check off):
0 Cat. No. 111
Cat. No. 200
0 Cat. No. 111
C Cat. 300
E Cat. No. 114
0 Cat. No. 110 A.C.
C Cat. 114A
Cat. No. 110 D.C.
C Cat. 115
D.C.
6
C Cat. No.
C Cat. 116
O Cat. No. 300
Cat. No. 203
Please send C.O.D.
Please send prepaid.
C) Remittance enclosed.

Cat. 114

:

Price, $9.25 Net
Polo Twin Magnet Unit-weight, 3% iba., or twice as
heavy as ordinary unit. Twin magnets double sensitivity.
This unit gives more volume, clearer tone, and stands the
gae. Supplied with 10 -ft. cord. Cat. 114.
Tri -foot molded unbreakable metal mounting bracket and
apex constitute Cat. 114A ® $0.71.

Name
Address
City ..

.........

5 -DAY

....State

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Cat. 115; Price, $11.50 Net
Molded 9" spider, unbreakable metal, with
Textile cone and felt ring and ape:, and
Polo Unit mounted on the assembly,
which stands on own feel
Cat. 1115.
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